By Dan Naumovich, contributor

When Jeff Swallow was 14 and working in the mail room of what had become the family business, he wasn't sure if college was in his future. After high school, he spent a couple of more years working there as a welder, earning money to pay off a car. It was only after burning himself one too many times that he decided to follow a friend who was attending Lincoln College and had good things to say about the school.

Today, Jeff Swallow, Ph.D., is one of LC’s most accomplished alumni and one of its largest benefactors. In 2009, he became a member of the Lincoln College Board of Trustees. His company, Magnetrol International, Inc., recently contributed $2 million to the school’s “If It Hadn’t Been for Lincoln College” campaign. It may be impossible to accurately measure the impact his gift will have – how many improvements can be made, how many opportunities it will make possible for students and faculty. What is certain is that Lincoln College is dependent on the contributions, large and small, from its alumni and friends, and forever grateful for their kindness.

Behind Jeff’s generosity is a story that traces the familiar arc of the American Dream, but with some unique twists and turns along the way.

Jeff, who admits he didn’t have the strongest academic credentials in high school, began to distinguish himself in the classroom while a student at LC. Yet despite earning a near 4.0 at one point, a defining moment in his educational journey, and perhaps his life, came when he thought he might have derailed all of his hard work in one fell swoop.

As with many college students who are living on their own for the first time, Jeff and his friends had been out making mischief and were hiding out in their dorm. As LC security officer Steve Foster approached their room, the young men feared the worst.

But the LC campus has always felt a bit like Mayberry when compared to bigger, bustling universities. And like that town’s wise and compassionate sheriff, Steve knew that justice isn’t always best served by throwing the book at someone. He recognized the fear in the eyes of Jeff and his friends, and knew that that would be enough to deter any future incidents. He let them off with a brief, but stern warning.

“I could still be welding if it wasn’t for Steve Foster. That was a turning point for me. But after that I toed the line and I realized that I had something very special that I didn’t want to jeopardize. It was soon there after that Tom called me into his office to talk to me,” Jeff says, still grateful to this day.

Tom Zurkammer was his advisor at the time. Again Jeff feared the worst, thinking that word of his hi-jinks had made the rounds and he was being called in to explain himself.

“He was actually calling me in to tell me how well I was doing and how proud he was,” he recalls.

Today, Jeff remembers those two incidents as the most significant during his Lincoln College years. The personal attention he received taught him important lessons and he developed habits that stayed with him throughout an illustrious academic career.

Building upon the associate’s degree he received in 1982, Jeff went on to earn a bachelor’s degree at North Central College in Naperville, Illinois. A certificate in business administration from the University of Illinois, Chicago and the Center for Enterprise Development followed in 1997 and then an executive M.B.A. from Northwestern in 1999. His crowning academic achievement came when he was awarded a Ph.D. from Benedictine University in Organizational Development.

When asked about the drive and discipline necessary to complete so many degrees, Jeff modestly downplays his achievements.

“I’d get bored watching TV for two hours after everyone went to bed,” he says.

Throughout his academic pursuits – in fact, throughout practically his entire life – Jeff has been working in the family business. Magnetrol International, Inc. manufactures process control level and flow instrumentation products to monitor and control flow rates in various applications. Over the years,
Greetings from your alma mater! It is a pleasure for me to share with you several of the important events and initiatives underway at Lincoln College. Your continuing connection to the College is indispensable to our success, and I encourage you to reflect on your association with Lincoln College and support the College in any way you can.

Academic Programs
Lincoln College–Lincoln has embarked on a project to upgrade its science classrooms and laboratories and to develop an outdoor education area situated along Sugar Creek. You may be aware that the largest woolly mammoth tusk ever unearthed was found in the area to be developed for outdoor education. Dr. Dennis Campbell is leading the project to provide improved in-class, science education, as well as a living laboratory for field experiences by LC students and the larger community. The College intends for its living laboratory to be a resource for all those interested in the life sciences.

Extending the Reach of Lincoln College
The College’s Normal campus continues to expand its relationships with public community colleges in Illinois. Most recently, Lincoln College signed an agreement with Illinois Valley Community College in Oglesby to deliver the Accelerated Bridge to Education (ABE) program on the IVCC campus. Lincoln College is also working with Heartland Community College in Normal to offer greater student activities and student life opportunities to LCN students.

At Lincoln College in Lincoln, campus officials are working with Lincoln High School to provide college-level classes to advanced high school students while they are still in high school. The College and high school hope to begin offering such classes in fall 2011.

Enrollment
At 635, enrollment on the Lincoln campus for spring 2011 is full. This number includes 14 international students, largely from Western Europe, Central America, and Africa. On the Normal campus, enrollment stands at 606, reflecting strong enrollment in ABE, stable enrollment of traditional-aged students, yet a decline in cosmetology and message therapy. Overall enrollment is summarized in the tables.

Staff Recognition
On February 12, 2011, Lincoln College recognized Lincoln College legends Tom Zurkammer and Allen Pickering for their long and distinguished service to the institution. Between the women's and men's basketball games on that date the College officially named the basketball court, in their honor, the Zurkammer Pickering Court in the Jack D. Nutt Arena inside the Lincoln Center. This was made possible by a generous donation from a donor who wishes to remain anonymous.

Lincoln College also welcomes David Smalley as the new Director of Institutional Research and Planning. David joins LC with a wealth of experience, including holding similar positions at Edgewood College in Wisconsin and at the Illinois Board of Higher Education. The office of Institutional Research and Planning will help the College gather and assess data in order to guide planning and improvements to instruction and operations.

Institutional Advancement
I would like to express my gratitude to Lincoln College alumni and friends who continue to provide critical financial support to the institution. In light of the difficult economy and the instability in state financial aid programs, significant gifts received this year were vitally important to the ongoing success of the College and its students. As we look to the future, contributions from alumni and friends will continue to play a crucial role in assuring the ongoing vitality of Lincoln College.
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the company has grown into a global operation with seven manufacturing facilities and nine direct sales offices. They recently expanded into Shanghai and have plans to add operations in India.

Today, Jeff serves as president and CEO of Magnetrol. Throughout his career at the company he has held a myriad of positions, including manager, inside sales engineer, computer programmer, machinist and welder. It started, as many corporate success stories of lore do, in the mail room.

“I was affectionately known as the ‘mail girl’ when I was fourteen. I loved doing that job,” he says of the position that was traditionally held by a woman.

From there, continued education and a dogged work ethic kept him moving onward and upward.

“Just working 12 to 14 hour days because that’s what was expected,” he says of his secret for success. “That’s what I grew up with and I had very good role models.”

Foremost among those role models was his mother, Judy Stevenson.

“My mother started working (at Magnetrol) in ’64 to help out her aunt in accounting. In ’74 she became president and in ’78, as we like to say, ‘she bought the place,’” Jeff says. While he was at Northwestern for his M.B.A., Jeff would bring back ideas for streamlining the operations, automating processes and cutting costs to the bone. It was then that his mother had to take him aside and remind him that there is a human element involved when efficiency measures start to eliminate jobs.

“Of course today I completely understand it. It’s more what we’re doing for the community and for people’s lives than just seeing how much we can improve the bottom line. It goes beyond the nickels and dimes,” he says.

Jeff’s $2 million gift qualified him to have the Lincoln Center dedicated in his or Magnetrol’s name. He declined, asking instead that a plaque honoring his mother’s memory be placed in the center. This humble gesture, in and of itself, is a fitting tribute to a woman who had a tremendous impact on his life.

“She just had this incredible knack for knowing how to do the right thing, in almost every situation,” he says of his mother, who passed away last year. “She really taught me to learn from my experiences, learn from my mistakes, but also to give back and do the right thing.”

Now Jeff and his wife, Madeleine, are teaching those same lessons to their three children: Emily, Heston and Connor. The family resides in Naperville.

Looking back on his days at Lincoln College, Jeff offers this advice for students who are just starting out in their adult lives and are still unsure of where they are going.

“Don’t lose focus of your dream. You can’t lose sight of why you’re there because once you’re finished and you move on into a career, it’s all worth it.”

Jeff’s generous donation is greatly appreciated by everyone at Lincoln College. As for how the money will be used specifically, he trusts that the people who work there on a daily basis will put it to the best possible use.

“If it makes it better for the students, then I’m all for it,” he says.

Jeff also realizes that he is in a unique position to make such a large contribution, but would encourage his fellow alums to ‘give what they can.’

“The more we give, the more it helps. And the feeling that you get by giving, it’s worth a lot more than money.”
Lincoln College deeply appreciates these distinguished individuals and organizations who have given generously by choosing to invest in our students and the mission of this institution. The Lifetime Giving Honor Roll recognizes donors who have made cumulative lifetime contributions of $5,000 or more, including corporate matching gifts. Categories are based on gifts received through June 30, 2010.

**INDIVIDUALS**

**$500,000 - $750,000**
- Annu K. Behrman ’36 and Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrman
- James L. ’33 and Evelyn J. Johnson

**$250,000 - $499,999**
- Douglas and Florence "Bud" Broadhurst
- Wallace E. "Pat" ’61 and Mirni Carroll, Jr.
- Margaret P. Faith ’28
- Theodore G. and Virginia G. Kickenman
- Corrine E. Houston ’23
- Stephany and Roger Joslin
- Helen B. McKinstry
- Safford and Betty Peacock
- Dorothy J. and Herbert A. Vance

**$100,000 - $249,999**
- Margarette B. Berger ’36
- Howard G. Buffett
- George R. and Suzanne Ebele Shirley and Robert D. Edwards
- John R. and Jo Gehlbach
- Florence (1898) and David H. Harts
- Alex "Sandy" ’60 and Dottie Mackinnon
- Lorrie G. Meyer
- "Dr. John E. and Margaret Randolph" ’28
- "Violet M. and Thomas A. Scully" ’27
- Walter E. ’25 and Thelma Spatz
- John D. and Susan Brassard
- "James H. Alvey"
- Gladys C. Anderson
- "Mary Ann" William C. and Evelyn L. Bates, Jr.
- "Herbert M. Berg" ’77
- "Edna G. Bevan"
- "Ruth V. Bidner" ’49
- Jim and Karen Bixby
- "Bob and Sonja Boecker" John D. and Susan Brassard
- "Finlay and Ruth H. Cameron"
- Mary Campbell
- David and Jane Clapp
- "Mr. and Ms. Arthur W. Consoer" Larry and Valerie Crisafulli
- "Roy P. Crocker"
- "Carl M. Crowder" ’14
- "Vincent "VI" Daley"
- "Lynn C. Denny"
- "Mary DeYoung"
- David and Marvis Dickinson
- Charles R. and Kitty W. Douglas II
- "Frank G. and E. M. Eskuchen"
- Elvira Hoepfner Fleming ’36
- "Mary E. Foster" ’05
- Dr. Daniel P. and Ruth Freesmeier
- Harold and Bettye Fue
- Roland Francis ’41 and Ellen Lyonyn Gruen
- "Dr. Dean E. ’41 and Mary E. ’41 Goebel, Joan and Robert Gruae"
- "Charles E. ’66 and Susan Gustafson"
- Betty Guston ’42
- "Richard and Betty Hampton"
- "Robert R. (1911) and Bonnie L. Humphrey" Scott A. Joslin ’82
- "Albert V. and Ruth W. Kapik" David and Linda Klemm
- "Willie B. ’27 and Louise Layman"
- "Foreman M. and Peggy P. Lebold"
- "Norman Luboff"
- James and Harriet Luebchow
- "Rodney B. Lundy"
- Richard D. ’56 and Marven E. ’59 Martin
- "James McCarthy"
- "Maude (1810) and "Clyde (1810) McCracken"
- "Dr. Jack and Eleanor Jo Means"
- "Elise K. ’41 and "Julian Mertz"
- "Armin H. ’33 and Alice Meyer"
- "Robert E. and Virginia Meyer"
- "The Honorable Robert H. Michel"
- "Stephen Ross ’67 and Marina Payne Allen and Jeannine Pickering"
- "Gayl S. and Richard M. Pyatt"
- "Ward L. and Dorothy G. Quaal"
- Richard K. and Karen R. Quisenberry
- "Robert H. and Helen L. Roberts"
- "Thomas and Helen Ryan"
- Roslyn and "Marvin Sanderman"
- "Melvin Scoberry"
- "Margaret A. and Leslie Schilden"
- "Ronald L. and Joyce J. Schilling"
- Betty and Gary Shannahan
- Roberta and "Galen A. ’29 Shirley"
- "Jerome M. Slecht"
- "Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks"
- "Dr. W. Clement and Jessie Stone"
- "John E. Strange"
- "Dr. Edward A. and Janet E. Ulrich"
- Gustavo J. Vollmer ‘70
- "David W. ’56 and Carol S. Walters"
- Milton and Barbara Wood
- "Dick H. Woods ‘33"
- "Dwight and Betty J. Zimmerman"

**$5,000 - $9,999**
- Katherine L. ’40 and "James W. ’40 Abbot"
- "Thomas E. Albem ’58"
- "Elmer Albem ’35"
- "LeRoy Allison"
- Joe and Patricia Baker
- Dr. Donald O. and Mari Jo Baker
- "Thomas B. and Betty J. Bartel" Michael and Laura Belchentko
- John Bennett
- Waldo and Rosalie Bertoni ’35
- Louis A. Bledsoe ’25
- "M. Lillian and "Archie B. ‘33 Bliss, Jr.
- Ernest L. ’72 and Victoria Cantelmo
- Denis H. ’61 and Patti Carroll
- Dr. J. Denis Catalano
- "Inez W. Clapper"
- "Dr. Jerry R. and Janis Crabtree"
- "Albert B. Dick III"
- "Raymond N. and "Florence A. Dooley"
- Donald Gilbert ’69 and Kathleen Drum
- "Jennie B. Duke-Banton"
- Vernon E. ’81 and Stacey Durry II
- Greg and Beth Euler
- "Dr. A. G. Finard and Dr. Kenneth W. Finard"
- "Dr. J. Frank ’41 and "Marita ’43 Fikuta"
- George D. ’39 and Mary C. ’43 Fletcher
- Dr. Stephanie A. and David L. Gaddy
- "Fillmore W. Galaty, Jr. ’61"
- "Paul E. Gleason"
- "Chris and Phyllis Graue"
- Ann Harris
- "Thomas M. and Britta Harris, Sr.
- Jeffrey E. ’68 and Diana B. Hartnett
- Ruth H. and "Frederic Hoppin"
- Matthew A. ’95 and Audra Hughes
- Dr. John M. and Jean Ann Hutchinson
- Nancy and James Ireland
- Robert ’66 and Celia ’64 Jackel
- Stella Johnson and "Marvin D. Johnson"
- "K.F. "Skip" Kitchen II ‘72"
- Bruce A. ’77 and Jane E. Klemm
- "William Komnick"
- "Ambassador L.W. and D. Jean Lane, Jr.
- Michael L. ’62 and Judy Lumm
- Paul S. ’75 and Denise V. Lunsford
- "Edward R. ’55 and "Evelyn M. Madigan
- "Dale and Jean Meier"
- E. J. Miley
- Burke and Carol Miller
- "Julia Miller ‘25"
- Dr. Pamela L. Monteary
- Scott Morey
- Ann B. and Frederick S. Mueller
- David and Mary Beth Mueller
- "Dr. Jack D. and Christina Nutt"
- Carol J. Parry and John R. Fox
- John H. ’57 and Margaret Peifer
- John Paul ’60 and Edith Poertner
- Joseph L. ’59 and Carol A. Runyon
- "Philip D. and Elise O. Sang"
- Jerry B. ’48 and Anna Shockey
- Marion E. and "Edna F. ’26 Smith"
- Marion H. and Mary F. ’38 Smoak
- Joseph and Jane Spitler
- "Dr. Jeffrey K. ’82 and Madeline Swallow"
- "Louis I. and Sadako Shatmary"
- Nels R. and Elizabeth Thunman
- "Robert P. Turley ’04"
- Harris and Ann Walker
- Raymond Dean ’58 and Juanita Wallen
- Kirk D. and Angela L. White
- Mary S. Witz
- "Thomas D. ’63 and Connie Zurkamer"

**ORGANIZATIONS**

**$1 Million**
- State of Illinois

**$750,000 - $999,999**
- Magnetrol International Incorporated

**$250,000 - $499,999**
- Caterpillar Foundation
- The Woods Foundation

**$100,000 - $249,999**
- COUNTRY Financial
- Office of Economic Opportunity
- Olin Corporation Charitable Trust
- Vance Publishing Corp

**$50,000 - $99,999**
- Ameren Illinois Light Company
- Cable Crafters Construction, Inc.
- Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company
- CORE
- Perry R. & Grace M. Council Foundation
- Marshall B. Coyne Foundation
- Eaton Corporation
- Illinois Bell Telephone Company
- Logan County Bank
- M & M Ventures
- Henry Safford Peacock Foundation
- John G. Smerck Charitable Fund
- State Farm Insurance Companies

*deceased*
Honor Roll

Lifetime Giving Honor Roll

Herbert M. Berg ’77
Ted and Mary Lou Allison
Genevieve B. Alexander *deceased
President’s Society
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
Norman H. and Norma Muck
Stephany and Roger Joslin
*John R. and Jo Gehlbach
Roger and Jan Garrett
George R. Eberle
John and Barb Blackburn
*Anna K. Behrends ’36

Honor Roll

$25,000 - $49,999
General Telephone/Company of Illinois
The Joyce Foundation
Leln & Fink Products Company
Logan County Visitors #985 of the Forty and Eight
PPG Industries Foundation
The Quaker Oats Foundation
Regions Bank
Remington Hybrid Seed Co., Inc.
Roberts/Sysco Foods Services, Inc.
Sodesco
State Bank of Lincoln

$10,000 - $24,999
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
Artex International, Inc.
Commonwealth Edison Gas Company
R.A. Cullinan & Son, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
First National Bank of Peoria
Forest Park Foundation
R.W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Grave, Inc.
Harris-Hodnett Agency, Inc.
Illinois Construction LLC
Kiwani Club of Lincoln
Lincoln Printers
Lincoln Rotary Club
MacKinnon Foundation, Inc.
Mitchell-Newhouse Lumber
The Noble Foundation
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Foundation
Row Motor Sales
Sarnau, Miller, Schroeder, Jackson & Sly Sear’s Reubuck Foundation
Verizon Foundation

Vocational Rehabilitation & Employment Division
The Wallace Foundation
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.

$5,000 - $9,999
The Clara Abbott Foundation
Alexander Lumber Company
Bock & Associates
Burwell Oil Service
Champion Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
Chicago Board of Trade
Commerce Bank
Eco Charitable Foundation
Frontier Mutual Insurance Company
General Mills Corporation
Grafic Content LLC
Keystone Risk Management, Inc.
Lincoln Christian Church
The Lincoln Elks Country Club
McGrath Brothers Land Trust
McKinstry Family Memorial Fund
Mt. Pulaski Products, Inc.
Myers Industries
Nickles Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
Olympic Federal Savings and Loan Assoc.
Oto Bauman Company, Inc. Foundation
The Pantagraph
James & Amanda Patten Trust
State Farm Companies Foundation
Steinfort Properties, Inc.
TRW Foundation
US Office Products
Wal-Mart #01-199
Woods and Bates

2009-2010 Honor Roll

Founders Society $10,000 and up
President’s Society $5,000 - $9,999
Legacy Society $2,500 - $4,999
University Hall Society $1,000 - $2,499
Namesake Gold $500 - $999
Namesake Silver $250 - $499
Namesake Bronze $100 - $249
Contributor $1 - $99

Founder’s & President’s Societies
The Founder’s Society is the most prestigious of Lincoln College’s seven giving clubs, and is reserved for donors who have demonstrated the utmost affinity for our institution by giving $10,000 or more annually. The President’s Society recognizes donors with annual gifts of $5,000 to $9,999.

Legacy & University Hall Societies
The Legacy Society honors donors who contribute $2,500 to $4,999 annually. Donors who contribute $1,000 to $2,499 annually are members of the University Hall Society.

Namesake Clubs
The Namesake Clubs recognize donors who contribute annually at the following levels: Gold Club, $500 to $999; Silver Club, $250 to $499; Bronze Club, $100 to $249.

Contributor
The Contributor category recognizes donors who give up to $99.

INDIVIDUALS

Founders Society
Anonymous
*Anna K. Behrends ’36
John and Barb Blackburn
George R. Eberle
Roger and Jan Garrett
*John R. and Jo Gehlbach
Stephanie and Roger Joslin
*Margaret A. Moore ’27 Estate
Norman H. and Norma Mack
H. Safford and Betty Peacock
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance

President’s Society
*Genevieve B. Alexander
Ted and Mary Lou Allison
Herbert M. Berg ’77
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Niswack
Donald E. Cooper
Chris and Phyllis Graue
Joan and *Robert Graue
Steven A. ’70 and Sharon Irenstein
David and Mary Beth Mueller
Willbur and Alice Paulus
Joseph and Jayne Spittler
William ’58 and Janet ’59 Zimmer

Legacy Society
Bernard E.’48 and Anustasia Behrends
Waldo and Rosalie Bertoni
Bud ’52 and Sonja Boecker
David and Jane Clapp
Thomas W. ’70 and Kay Cross
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Harold and Bettye Fue
William E.’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gooset
Henry E. Hoppin
Dr. John M. and Jean Ann Hutchinson
James and Harriet Lubchow
Richard D.’58 and Mary Ellen ’59 Martin
Robert E. and Lynne Neal
Margaret Randolph
Quentin and Mary Beth Sparks

University Hall Society
Anonymous
Debbie ’83 and Ron Ackerman
John and Debbie ’75 Andrews
Michael and Laura Belskenso
Ernest L.’72 and Victoria Cantelmo
David and Marvis Dickinson
Michael E. and Iris M. Fisher
Hogu Tatt ’62 and Sally Foo
Roland Harris ’41 and Ellen Lannon Gired
Candace and Mark Graham
Jeffrey E.’68 and Diana B. Hartzett
Dallas L.’69 and Catherine Hensley
Ruth H. Hoppin
Scott Howard
Nancy and James Ireland
Scott A. Joslin ’82
Thomas and Cheryl Martin
John P. McCormick ’67
David and Melanie McIntyre
Charles and Norma Nauts
Richard A. Nicholls ’64
John H. ’57 and Margaret Peifer
John Paul ’60 and Edith Poernter
Joseph L.’59 and Carol A. Runyon
Rick and Jan Samuels
Joe and Lisa Sexton
Gary N. ’70
B. Dale Spore
Dr. Jeffrey K.’82 and Madeleine Swallow
Louise P. Taper
Dr. Glen E. and Gale Tomlinson
Robert P. Turley ’04
Steven and Teresa Walker
Raymond Dean ’58 and Junia Walden
Kirk D. and Angela L. Whitman
Dr. Martha A. Wilson

Namesake Gold
Thomas E. Ahern ’58
Albert G.’63 and Celie M. Albrecht
Judy A.’75 and Gary Arteberry
Bryan ’93 and Danielle ’93 Barnett
Glen Dennis and Christine Campbell
Walette E.’Pat’61 and Mini Carrollt, Jr.
Michael Cashing
Vince ’61 and Vi Daley
Michael K.’72 and Barbara A. DeMent
Beverly E. Dennis ’53
Derald C.’56 and Sara L. Doehring
James A. Fagin
Chuck and Susan Fink
Homer B. Harris, Jr.
Connie and Steve Haseley
Michael Higgins
Barbara C. Hummel
Donna S. Hutchison ’01
Julius J. and Marilyn Kasa
Cynthia A. Kelley
Robert M. Kerr ’70
K.P. “Skip” Kitchen II ’72
David and Linda Klemm
George Knight
Lee and Mari Anne Kornick
John M. Malone
W. Douglas ’69 and Carol K. McGaughy
Nancy C. Moriarty ’55
Heather L. Mueller
Christina M. Nast

Namesake Silver
Bobbi A. Abbott
R. Dale ’56 and Janie Adams
John Agee
Brian Ash
Joe and Patricia Baker
Paul ’56 and Sue ’58 Beaver
Mandy and Chance Berg
Michael and Terri Blessman
Christine L. ’72 and Dennis Boccard
Randy and Cindy Brasfield
Gretchen L.’98 and TJ. Brez
Thomas E. Brokaw ’68
Terry and Kathleen Brown
Wayne Allen ’50 and Lois Conrady
Judith E.’91 and Robert Cortelloni
Isaac G. Cox ’08
Chris Coyne
Doug D. DeMay
Cynthia and Kevin Eack
Greg and Beth Eimer
Nathan B. ’99 and Trisha Englehardt
Ronald Gerald ’56 and Joyce M. Fox
*Ronald G. ’61 and Janice M. Fuglum
Amy and Tom Gallagher
Harry C.’58 and Patricia Geisinger
Paul E. Gleason
James A.’52 and Patricia Glenn
Robert C.’94 and Tamera J. Goodrich
Traci and Eric Graue

*deceased
Reva Cullen Hallmann ‘33
Richard and Betty Hamm
Thomas M. and Britta Harris, Sr.
Dinah Drake Hyslop ‘84
Ronald and Carol Keller
Rev. Dr. L. Wilson and Eileen Kilgore
William G. ‘50 and Loranna Klein
Paula and Richard Knopp
Gunter ‘54 and Linda M. Koenig
S. Ann Kwitle-Bi
Thomas and Mary Linnihan
Mark J. Morrow ‘73
Gerson D. ‘64 and Judy Moshbacher
Robert A. Musick
Gerald and Nancy Nannen
Scott L. ‘78 and Carol A. ‘78 Neudecker
Tracy and Stacy Olson
George A. ‘51 and Pat Pegram
Judy R. peppers
Allen and Jeaninne Pickering
Lex and Gretchen Plotner
Deron and Kristi Powell
Herbert J. Reichelt
Jeremy Pierce ‘65 and Karen Reseatar
Julie B. Rodgers
Wanda L. ‘75 and Gene Rohlfis
D. Marlene ‘53 and C. Wayne Schrad
Randall S. ‘81 and Teresa M. ‘89 Schrad
Jeffrey W. ‘71 and Darlosh Shaffer
Cooper Shawan ‘10
Steve F. ‘10 and Paula Snodgrass
John W. ‘63 and Cindy Sparacio
Raymond R. Spirek ‘76
Darell J. ‘91 and Kathy A. ‘92 Steffens
Raymond R. Spirek ‘76
David ‘69 and Barbara Baughman
Bruce E. ‘60 and Carol V. Barry
Neva Bandelow
Michelle Renee ‘89 and Roger Baldwin
Phillip W. ‘67 and Ruth Austin
Peggy J. and Edward Antoine
Thomas and Margaret Ainsworth
Johnny and Stacie Aaron
Anonymous (2)
John and Tamara Welter
Randy Vogel
Donald and Betty Gail Wagner
John and Tamara Weber
Mary Jo and Kenneth Werth
Namesake Bronze
Anonymous (2)
Johnny and Stacie Aaron
Laura J. and Willis Adams
Thomas and Margaret Ainsworth
Nelson H. ‘43 and Viola Alberts
Peggy J. and Edward Antoine
Phillip W. ‘67 and Ruth Austin
Linda L. and Steve Baker
Michelle Renier ‘89 and Roger Baldwin
Neva Bandelow
Mike A. Barnes
Bruce E. ‘60 and Carol V. Barry
Andrew ‘89 Barmann and Norel Tidhar-Barmann
Michelle and Todd A. ‘00 Bauer
David ‘69 and Barbara Baughman
Drs. Emil ‘69 and Mary Baurkert
G. Russell Baum
Floyd A. ‘75 and Mary E. Boe
Chris ‘94 and Leeslie Bennett
Tracy and Lewis Bergin
Philip and Virginia Bertoni
Violet M. Bismark
Dr. Samuel M. Blackwell, Jr. ‘65
Margaret A. Blakeman
William and Marlee Boerma
Senator Larry and Sally Jo Bomske
L. Karin Boutsen
Jan E. Bowers ‘81
Steven A. ‘00 and Margaret A. Bradley
Ralph, Nancy, T.J. and Gretchen Bee
Ward H. Brinzing ‘58
David and Carol Brownell
Constance and Lawrence Bussard
Richard L. ‘73 and Julie Coleman
Jack and Charlotte Cooper
Kirk and Deborah Cooper
John R. Copley
Dr. Callum and Ann Davis
Gary Davis
Karen S. Decoy
Philip and Connie Dehner
William and Kelley Delperco
Brian and Linda Dirks
Teresa J. Ehlers
Dr. A.G. Finsler and Dr. Kenneth W. Finsler
David and Jan Fehrenbacher
James A. ‘76 and Carolie A. Finchum
Mr. and Mrs. Melvern Kent Finser ‘65
Marc J. Fiore ‘95
Elvira Hoeppner Fleming ‘36
Venita J. Fox
Peter J. and Carol E. Franitz
Karin M. Franz
Elbert M. and Martha Fulton
Emory C. ‘42 and Dorothy H. ‘38 Gaffney
Denise E. Gale
Timothy and Marcella Gallagher
A.R. Gautsch-Foreman
Joyce and Steve Geary
Nancy and Gerald Gehlbach
Douglas M. ‘65 and Patsy Goebel
Donald and Sandra Grammer
Valerie Graue
Chris P. ‘95 and Joy E. ‘96 Gray
Eric B. ‘88 and Rachel Grunder
Craig Fowler ‘65 and Patricia Gunrey
John and Frankie Guzzardo
Mr. and Mrs. Tracey Hamilton
Jerry E. Hanlen
Debra J. and Rodney Harmon
Joseph and Becky Hendrix
Clarence and Sharon Henry
Betty J. Hickey
John and Joan Hill
H.Ray ‘52 and Connie Hindhorn
Martin L. Holden
Paul and Nancy Holden
William J. and Suzette M. Holzane
John and Marsha Hubbuch
Donald and Edith Hudson
Dr. Roy M. ‘65 and Bonnie Ienbeng
Robert ‘66 and Celia ‘64 Jeckel
Dr. Donald A. and Merilyn Jessen
Dr. Donald D. ‘52 and Mary Johnson
John R. ‘68 and Jean E. Jun
Mary J. Kirkby
Stephen D. Kirkby
Alvin and Teresa Klockenga
Jeffrey and Stephanie Kratz
Mark R. Lidschin ‘50
Charles N. Lockenour ‘78
Nancy J. MacMullen
Dr. Alan W. ‘65 and Helene Magnud
Michael S. Malone
Howard M. ‘68 and Lorraine E. Martinie
Benjamin and Olivia Massena
Jerry and Joyce Maxheimer
Andrew A. McBride ‘07
Robert D. ‘72 and Marta McIlhenny
Elise K. ‘41 and ‘Julian Menzel
H. Donald and Margaret Merritt
Joseph N. ‘57 and Doris D. Millard
Joseph and Sadie Mintal
David F. Mockler ‘57
Michael T. Montcalm
D. Montgomery
Ralph and Cynthia Moore
Scott Moretrey
Jean L. Noffke ‘47
Linda S. Oliver
Katherine and Steve Papesch
Charles and Ronda Piat
Sheldon C. ‘59 and Marylee Priss
Bruce A. ‘60 and Mary Pruter
Arnold M. ‘58 and Barbara Raksbn
Raymond and Ann Rach
Dede Ralston ‘69
Gene and Mrs. Rankin
Kimoby C. Randolff ‘69 and Gabe Rosebberg
William and Linda Rentmeister
James and Su Riddle
Melissa and Marcus Rohlfis
Darla R. ‘76 and Michael D. Rohrer
Roselynn G. ‘66 and Melvin K. Roseman
Katrinn M. Ross ‘88
Robert B. ‘70 and Ruth A. ‘71 Rowe
James and Susan Ryan
Krystal and Stan Salvador
Angelina L. Sandel ‘41
Ronald and Joyce Schilling
Lois B. ‘41 and Julian Schmidt
Kathy and Marc Schoonover
William Axel ‘68 and Victoria Schult
Kenneth and Mary Schwab
June K. Scott
Kathleen A. Sellers ‘74
Jacob D. Sexton ‘01
Rev. Glenn and Ginger Shelton
Jerry B. ‘48 and Anna Shockey
Dr. Don and Jan ‘84 Sielaff
Robert B. ‘68 and Natalie Silverman
Lyle Sitterly, Jr.
Brad L. ‘71 and Sue Slater
Samuel B. ‘00 and Rachel A. Smith, Jr.
Tim B. Smith
Alicia and Samuel Sparks
Ermann J. ‘56 and Kaeo Stahl
Donald L. Stanford ‘75
Robert Stoll
Tracy and Anthony Stewart
Bob ‘52 and Pat Sullivan
Kerri and Mike Taylor
Mary E. Taylor ‘53
Mark ‘69 and Kathryn Tebrugge
Howard D. ‘70 and Deborah Teitelbaum
Jodi and Justin Thies
Ted ‘68 and Patricia A. Tobias
Vickey Porth Tobias
James O. ‘81 and Beth H. ‘88 Turley
Janet E. Ulrich
Lisa A. Vaninger-Gaffney
*Barbara Woolworth Vinnage ‘55
James E. Walden
Marcia Warner
Patsy Weimer
Warren L. Wendlandt
Steven L. ‘73 and Debra J. Wheat
Joshua and Jamin Whitman
Carol and Loren Wilson
J. Scott Woggs
John C. D. Woodruff ‘66
Lisa G. Yeale ‘85
Donald A. Zacher ‘57
Contributors
Anonymous
Carla J. Ackerman ‘66
Debby D. ’93 and Wayne Ackerman
Ernest D. Acius
Betty K. and R. R. Ahlgrim
Lisa ‘03 and Jay ‘86 Akers
Ronald and Sharon Allen
Alayne L. Anderson
Michael and Jean Anderson
Mike Anderson
James and Paula Arrenholz
Timothy E. Aue ‘70
Bety Bailey
Andrew and Pamela Banicki
Mark K. ‘74 and Debra J. Banta
Marie Barnes
Robert and Sandra Barnes
M. Greg and Cheryl Basnelt
Frank and Mary Bayley
Travis L. Beailey
Lori A. Berger
Matthew L. ‘84 and Deidre A. ‘88 Berger
Teena Bartz
Ron and Jan Betzelberger
Iva M. Blau
Melissa M. Blau
Dr. Paul E. and Mary Boatman
Jorene M. ‘82 and James A. Boerma
Lynn R. ‘95 and Esther Beidgman
Aaron S. Brown ‘07
Francis L. Brown
F. L. and Sandra Bruner
Robert and Rita Buczynski
*Albert and Helen Buchman
Barbta E. ‘81 and Gary Burdett
Anne M. ‘58 and Robert H. Burns
Richard P. ‘64 and Anne Burt
Myron R. Buse
Kevin E. ‘87 and
Elizabeth K. Carper
Reginald and Carolyn Carr
Robert and Nellie Carroll
James and Joanna Carter
Jeffrey A. Carter
Howard C. ‘52 and Dorothy E. Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cernugel
Aaron H. and Thelma E. Chase
Adam L. Cheetman
Dr. William ‘67 and Mary ‘68 Collier
Ben and Rose Conrady
Judith A. ‘86 and Russell Cook
Richard and Karen Cook
Richard and Debbi Cook
Bobbi and David Cooper
William H. ‘70 and Joanie Cossaboon
Gregory and Barbara Cross
Jeremy and Laura Current
R. Greg Dale ‘67
Brooks Davis
*deceased
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Donald W. ’56 and Karleen Davis
Lee H. ’63 and Kathleen Davis
Larry and Amanda Dawson
Richard and Janet Day
Rachel M. DeHoff
James and Barbara Depratt
Kenneth and Marilyn Diezter
Thomas Doubet
Trudy A. Doubet
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Douglas
John and Renee Dreuickes
Mike and Darla Eaves
Catherine C. Eckart
Katherine E. Ehlers
Dianne L. ’93 and John L. Eggembrood
Phyllis J. Fairbairn ’53
Mr. and Mrs. David Farrell
Sybil C. Fears
Tcri A. Ferguson
Joshua D. Fillmore
Dr. Leroy H. and Martha Fischer
Tracey and Amy Fitzgerald
Ivy J. Foreman
Shirley Forrest
Robert L. Franklin
Dr. Daniel P. and Ruth Freesmeier
Fred ’68 and Sarah Gage
Janice J. Garber
Benjamin and Alice Garrett
Rebecca M. Gibson ’04
Michael R. Glenn
Robert J. Goldner ’70
Steven and Cynthia Goodman
Daniel J. Graber ’74
Dennis R. Gravce
Robert and Ruth Green
Donna J. Grey
Edward A. ’69 and Sandi Gross
Janet L. Groth
Andrea Hake
C.W. and M.C. Hall
Erika I. Hall
Jim and Mary Hannah
Ann Harris
Alan E. Haseley
Richard and Shirley Hayes
Robert and Shaun Hermes
Brian Herron
Willbur and A. Claire Hetzer
Jonathan A. Hibs
Ivan and Bonnie Holler
Jula Gulliet ’43 and G. K. Holh
Donna K. Horner
Timothy K. Huber
Derek L. Hunter ’10
Joshua and Charity Hutchison
Thomas and Joyce James
Hubert E. Johnson
Robert and Teresa Joyce
Jim ’58 and Deborah Kamramacker
Michael E. Kane
Steven and Diana Kane
Deborah S. Keist ’90
Mary and Bruce Kelley
Jon and Jacqueline Kenady
Jo R. King
Mary Lou Klokkenaga
Connie Koger
Byrne E. ’08 and Nichole E. ’06 Komnick
Betty and Carl Kopatz
Kathleen Koteles ’69
John and Maria Kretz
Adelaide M. Krones
Frank M. Kuzniwski, Jr.
Dorothea Laatsch
Kenneth W. ’70 and Susan Lanning
Niki S. Leach
Jeffrey and Jennifer Leesman
Keith and Charline Leesman
Margaret M. Leesman
Stephen L. Leesman
Dorothy Leoninger
Corey W. Leonard
Kenneth and Mildred Leonard
Darrell and Shanna Leslie
Dan and Bonnie Loftus
James and Jo Long
Marc and Teresa Lopez
John and Terry Lowe
Helen Maaks
Lona K. ’94 and Mark L. Mann
John and Donna Marten
L. Jean Martin
Ronald and Kathy Martinie
Rodney and Tammy Matson
Lois K. Mauney
Dan and Angela McAuliffe
Holly A. McAvoy
Billie J. McCloud
Frances McCormick ’39
Cornelius and Kim McKenna
Elizabeth Hamblen McShane ’48
Stanley and Scarlett Melecosky
Susan and Michael Merrick
E. J. Milley
Patricia A. Minder
James F. Mitchell
Michael and Helen Modglin
Heath and Rachel Molt
Jack and Ginger Monroe
Dr. Pamela L. Moriearty
Douglas and Laurie Muck
Debra A. Nason
Jack J. ’48 and Joan D. Neuwanger
Gary Nix
Amy and Andrew Nyren
Sharon K. Olson ’65
Staci R. Otto ’09
Richard and Mary Palmer
Nancy L. Papp
Gary A. Parmenter ’73
James and Brenda Payne
Lawrence J. Perez ’88
Clarence and Mary Lou Perry
Wanda Peterson
Rev. and Mrs. Joey Phillips
Pirooz Pirooz-Rayie ’82
Eva M. Polchow
David W. Poole
William H. Post
J. Timothy ’61 and Nan Prout
Joseph A. and Beulaah Qualls
Gloria E. ’82 and Ben Read
Kathryn L. Read ’36
Cindy E. Reid
Josephine E. Reed
Dennis and Carol Reiley
Elana Rhoades
Harriet Rhoades
Alvin and Alice Rhodes
Marvin S. Robinson
Steven and Ouida Rodda
Robert and Nelda Rodgers
Amy N. Rodriguez ’98
James and Glenna Rogers
Arthur M. Rohner
Arthur D. ’50 and Jane Rohrer
James C. ’78 and Debra C. Rohrer
Susan E. ’81 and Stephen L. Rohrer
Anthony V. Romano
Harold E. Rose
Daniel Row
Michael and Frances Runyen
Serrilli A. Saathoff
George S. Sanders ’62
Laura Sandrolini
Mary L. Schaupp ’56
Norman D. ’59 and Judi A. Schmidt
Karen Scholl
Michael and Tracy Scholl
Paul H. ’68 and Susan W. Schroder
Joyce A. ’70 and Thomas H. Schroth
Carol I. Schwartz
Rick and Jan Secor
Clifford L. Seitz
David and Ingrid Shores
Richard and Laura Sharpshair
Marc and Melissa Short
John W. Simons
Laural B. Skelton
Clint M. Smith ’04
Janice M. Snowden
Keith and Elizabeth Snyder
Todd and Shelly Spellman
Michael and Janet Stienren
Erik and Amy Stockwell
John M. ’93 and Angela L. Stohmenburg
+*Everett and +*Wilma Steenren
Richard M. Sumrall
Henry A. Talbert
Jeff O. Talbert
James and Rose Taylor
Lynn Terrell
Terry R. Thompson ’66
Thomas and Nancy Thompson, Sr.
Mark and Amy Tiptopp
Howard and Karen Tisch
Timothy and Tracie Tobin
Bob and Lisa Trunk
Joshua and Keri Tucker
Darren G. Turner ’90
Donna J. ’01 and Delmar Turner
Jennifer E. Umphries
Claude E. Van Fossan
Thomas W. Vukovich ’72
Arlene Walker
Donald and Sandra Walker
David W. ’58 and Carol S. Walters
Cassondra Warden
William Washington
Mary K. Webb
Evelyn M. Weitekamp
Lynn and Donna Weitekamp
Kurt and Cindy Wendlandt
Beverly A. Wentrax
Duane H. Werner
Earl and Kathy Werner
Richard D. Werner ’56
Paul and Sharon Wether
Elon L. Whittaker ’90
*Dennis J. Wilcox ’63
Bonnie A. William
Donald and Marla Williams
Marilyn S. Williamson
Robert and Barbara Wilmert
Alma L. Wilson
Donna M. Wilson
Mark and Patricia Wilson
Greta and Donal Winterbauer
Donald D. Wolpert
Tiffany A. Worth ’92
Chris and Rita Wyman
William and Barbara Zellman
Robert J. ’67 and Janet L. Zimmerman
Duane and June Zwald

ORGANIZATIONS

Founders Society
Caterpillar Foundation
CORE
COUNTRY Financial
Eaton Corporation
MacKinnon Foundation, Inc.
Magnetrol International Incorporated
Henry Safford Peacock Foundation
State Farm Insurance Companies
State of Illinois
Vance Publishing Corp
The Woods Foundation

President’s Society
Bock & Associates
Cable Crafters Construction, Inc.
Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company
Samuels, Miller, Schroder, Jackson & Sly
State Bank of Lincoln

Legacy Society
AT&T Foundation
Cross Farms, Inc.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
The Noble Foundation
State Farm Companies Foundation

University Hall Society
J.M. Abbott & Associates, LTD
Abraham Lincoln Memorial Hospital
Ameren Central Illinois Light Company
H.C. Anderson Roofing, Inc.
R.W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Kiwanis Club of Lincoln
The Lincoln Elks Country Club
Lincoln Rotary Club
Logan County Bank
Nikes Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.
One Sweet Ride
James & Amanda Patten Trust
Peerless Cleaners, Inc.
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Puritan Springs Water
Steve and Delores Sarovich Foundation
State Farm Insurance
Wal-Mart #01-199

Namesake Gold
Abe Lincoln Appraisal Service
Apple Dental Center

*deceased
As a small, private institution, Lincoln College is dependent on the generosity of its alumni and friends to improve the educational experience of today's students, and those who will follow. A gift of any amount, given annually, will have a significant impact on the school's future.

List of Alumni by Class Year including total given by groups

1927-1939 $106,161
Margaret A. (Morey) Moore ’27 Estate
Reva Cullen Hallmann ’33
Anna K. Behrends ’36 Estate
Elvira Hoepfner Fleming ’36
Kathryn L. Read ’36
Dorothy H. Gaffney ’38
Frances (McCarthy) McCormick ’39

1940-1949 $9,650
Roland F. Ginzl ’41
Elsie Kornmick Menzel ’41
Angelina L. (Brummer) Sendel ’41
Lois Garson Schmidt ’41
Emory C. Gaffney ’42
Nelson H. Alberts ’43
William G. Goss ’43
Julia Gullerot Holth ’43
R. Jean Gossett ’47
Jean L. (Gasaway) Noffke ’47
Bernard E. Behrends ’48
Howard M. Martin ’48
Elizabeth Hamblen McShane ’48
Jack J. Neuswanger ’48
J. Timothey Pruett ’49
Hong Tatt Foo ’62
George S. Sanders ’62
Peter A. Strange ’62
Albert G. Albrecht ’63
Lee H. Davis ’63
John W. Sparacino ’63
Dennis J. Wilcox ’63
Richard F. Phipps ’63
Sheldon C. Prais ’59
Joseph L. Runyon ’59
Norman D. Schmidt ’59
Janet L. (Shirley) Zimmer ’59

1950-1954 $6,808
Wayne A. Conrady ’50
William G. Klein ’50
Mark R. Lischkin ’50
Arthur D. Rohrer ’50
George A. Pegram ’51
Paul H. “Bud” Boecker ’52
Howard C. Carterwright, Jr. ’52
James A. Glenn ’52
Donald D. Johnson ’52
Robert F. Sullivan ’52
Beverly E. (Bagdasarian) Dennis ’53
Phyllis J. (Stewert) Fairbairn ’53
D. Marlene (Reinhart) Schrader ’53
Mary E. (Pool) Taylor ’53
Gunter Koenig ’54
Anna Louise (Reeves) Stanfield ’54

1955-1959 $19,560
Alana W. Magruder ’55
Nancy C. (Marone) Moriceray ’55
R. Dale Adams ’56
Paul J. Beaver, Jr. ’56
Lynn R. Bridgman ’56
Donald W. Davis ’56
Derald C. Doehring ’56
Ronald G. Fox ’56
Mary L. Schaupp ’56
Ermang H. Stahl ’56
Henry “Hank” A. Townsend ’56
Richard D. Werner ’56
Joseph N. Millard, Sr. ’57
David F. Mockler ’57
John H. Peifer ’57
Richard F. Phipps ’57
Donald A. Zacher ’57
Thomas E. Ahern ’58
Sharon Sue (Moore) Beaver ’58
Ward H. Brining ’58
Anne M. (Meyers) Burns ’58
Harry C. Geisinger ’58
Richard D. Martin ’58
Arnold M. Rabkin ’58
Raymond D. Wallen ’58
David W. Walters ’58
William Zimmer ’58
Mary Ellen Martin ’59
Sheldon C. Prais ’59
Joseph L. Runyon ’59
Norman D. Schmidt ’59
Janet L. (Shirley) Zimmer ’59

1960-1964 $7,170
Bruce E. Barry ’60
John P. Poertner ’60
Bruce E. Pruetter ’60
Anonymous ’61
Wallace E. “Pat” Carroll, Jr. ’61
Vincent L. Daley, Jr. ’61
Richard F. Phipps ’61
Ronald G. Fuglsang ’61
J. Timothey Pruett ’61
Hong Tatt Foo ’62
George S. Sanders ’62
Peter A. Strange ’62
Albert G. Albrecht ’63
Lee H. Davis ’63
John W. Sparacino ’63
Dennis J. Wilcox ’63
Richard F. Phipps ’63
Edward A. Gross ’64
Celia A. (Harm) Jockel ’64
Gerson D. Mosbacher ’64
Richard A. Nichols ’64
Thomas E. Tierney ’65

1965-1969 $10,892
Samuel M. Blackwell, Jr. ’65
Melvern Kent Finzer ’65
Douglas M. Goebel ’65
Craig E. Gurney ’65
Roy M. Iserberg ’65
Sharon K. Olson ’65

1970-1974 $14,838
Timothy E. Aue ’70
William H. Costabooon ’70
Thomas W. Cosz ’70
Robert J. Goldner ’70
Steven A. Izenstein ’70
Robert M. Kern ’70
Kenneth W. Lanning ’70
Nadine H. (Zemel) Reuzer ’70
Robert B. Rowe, Jr. ’70
Joyce A. (Able) Schooth ’70
Gary N. Sparks ’70
Howard H. Pettitheim ’70
Ruth A. Rowe ’71
Jeffrey W. Shaffer ’71
Brad L. Slater ’71
Christine L. (Knizekis) Bocard ’72
Ernest L. Cantelmo ’72
Michael K. De Mert ’72
K.F. “Skip” Kitchen II ’72
Robert D. McElhaney ’72
Thomas W. Vukovich ’72
Richard L. Coleman ’73
Mark J. Morrow ’73
Gary A. Parmenter ’73
Debra J. (Brondyke) Wheit ’73
Steven L. Wheat ’73
Mark K. Banta ’74
Daniel J. Graber ’74
Kenneth A. Sellers ’74

1975-1979 $12,660
Judy A. (Cummings) Anbery ’75
Floyd A. Bee ’75
Wanda L. (Mammel) Rohill ’75
Debbie S. Shull-Andrews ’75
Donald L. Stanfield ’75
Scott A. Werner ’75
*deceased
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James A. Fischum '76
Darla R. (Allen) Rohrer '76
Raymond R. Spirek '76
Herbert M. Berg '77
Charles N. Lockenour '78
Carol A. Neadecker '78
Scott L. Neadecker '78
James C. Rohrer '78

1980-1984 $6,002
Jan E. Bowers '81
Barbara E. (Baker) Burdett '81
Susan E. (Rankin) Rohrer '81
Randall Scott Schrader '81
James O. Turley '81
Jorene M. (Nannen) Boerma '82
Scott L. Joslin '82
Pirouz Pirouz-Raey '82
Gloria E. (Adel) Read '82
Jeffrey Kirk Swallow '82
Debbie K. (Hickey) Ackerman '83
Matthew L. Berger '84
Dinah Drake Hyslop '84
Janice L. Stieff '84

1985-1989 $1,076
Lisa G. (Robbins) Yeazle '85
Jay Akers '86
Judith A. (Tabor) Cook '86
Kevin E. Byrd '87
Deidre A. Berger '88
Eric B. Grunter '88
Larry Perez '88
Kartina M. Ross '88
Tony D. Thomas '88
Beth H. Turley '88
Michelle Renee (Yeazle) Baldwin '89

1990-1994 $2,138
Anonymous '90
Deborah S. Keit '90
Darren G. Turner '90
Daron L. Whitaker '90
Judith E. Cortelloni '91
Darrell J. Steffens '91
H. Ray Hinthorn '92
Kathy A. (Klockenga) Steffens '92
Tiffany A. (Baker) Worth '92
Debra D. (Milbr) Ackerman '93
Bryan Barnett '93
Danielle (Wojcicki) Barnett '93
John M. Stoltzenburg '93
Christopher J. Bennett '94
Robert C. Goodrich '94
Lona K. (Anderson) Mann '94

1995-1999 $1,228
Marc J. Fiore '95
Chris P. Gray '95
Dianne L. (Zimmer) Eigenbrot '96
Joy E. (Meador) Gray '86
Gretchen L. (Mallecoote) Bre '98
Amy N. (Haseley) Rodriguez '98
Teresa M. (Hinds) Schrader '98
Nathan B. Englehardt '99

2000-2004 $2,691
Todd A. Bauer '00
Steven A. Bradley '00
*deceased

Samuel B. Smith, Jr. '00
Donna S. Hutchison '01
Jacob D. Sexton '01
Donna J. Turner '01
Lisa Akers '03
Andrew R. Bartman '03
Clint M. Smith '04
Robert P. Turley '04

2005-2009 $976
Joseph A. Tiesch, Jr. '05
Aaron S. Brown '07
Andrew A. McBride '07
Bridget S. (Ryan) Thomas '07
Isaac G. Cox '08
Ryne E. Kornick '08
Staci R. Otto '09

2010-2014 $1,055
Derek L. Hunter '10
Sherry L. Schonauer '10
Cooper Shawen '10

"The benefit you feel when giving back is far greater than the amount of money you give." — Jeff Swallow, class of 1982

Friends
Anonymous (3)
Bobbi A. Abbott
Betty K. and R. R. Ahlgrim
Thomas and Margaret Ainsworth
*Genevie B. Alexander
Ronald and Sharon Allen
Ted and Mary Lou Allison
Alayne L. Anderson
Mike Anderson
James and Paula Arrenholz
Brian Ash
Betsy Bailey
Neva Bandelow
Andrew and Pamela Banicki
Marie Barnes
Mike A. Barnes
M. Greg and Cheryl Basnett
G. Russell Baum
Frank and Mary Bayley
Travis L. Beasley
Lori A. Berger
Teena Berter
Philip and Virginia Bertoni
Waldo and Rosalie Bertoni
Ron and Jan Betzberger
Violet M. Bismark
John and Barb Blackburn
Iva M. Blaum
Melissa M. Blaum
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novale-Bock
William and Maralee Boerma
Senator Larry and Sally Jo Bomke
Randy and Cindy Brashfield
Ralph, Nancy, T.J. and Gretchen Bree
Francis L. Brown
David and Carol Brownell
F. L. and Sandra Bruner

*Albert and Helen Buchennemann
Elizabeth K. Carper
Robert and Nellie Carroll
James and Joanna Carter
David and Jane Clapp
Ben and Rose Conradi
Jack and Charlotte Cooper
Chris Coyne
Jeremy and Laura Current
Michael Cushing
Brooks Davis
Dr. Cullom and Ann Davis
Gary Davis
Richard and Janet Day
Karen S. Deany
Philip and Connie Dehner
William and Kelley Delpercio
Doug D. DeMay
James and Barbara Depratt
Kenneth and Marilyn Ditzler
Thomas Douet
Trudy A. Douet
Mr. and Ms. Virgil Douglas
John and Renee Druesick
Mike and Darla Eaves
George R. Eberle
Mrs. Robert D. Edwards
Katherine E. Ehlers
Mr. and Mrs. David Farrell
David and Jan Fehenbacher
Chuck and Susan Fink
Dr. Leroy H. and Martha Fischer
Michael E. and Iris M. Fisher
Tracey and Amy Fitzgerald
Ivy J. Foreman
Shirley Forrest
Venita J. Fox
Robert L. Franklin
Peter J. and Carol E. Frantz
Harold and Bettye Fue
Elbert M. and Martha Fulton
Denise E. Gale
Janice J. Garber
Benjamin and Alice Garrett
Roger and Jan Garrett
A. R. Gauths-Foreman
*John R. and Jo Gehlbach
Nancy and Gerald Gehlbach
Michael G. Glenn
Candace and Mark Graham
Donald and Sandra Grammer
Chris and Phyllis Graue
Dennis R. Graue
Joan *Robert Graue
Traci and Eric Graue
Valerie Graue
Robert and Ruth Green
Andrea Hake
C.W. and M.C. Hall
Erika I. Hall
Todd and Tracey Hamilton
Richard and Betty Hamn
Jerry E. Hanlen
Jim and Mary Hannah
Ann Harris
Homer B. Harris, Jr.
Thomas and Britta Harris
Richard and Shirley Hayes
Clarence and Sharon Henry
Robert and Shaun Hermes
Wilbur and A. Clairece Hetzler
Betty J. Hickey
Michael Higgins
Ivan and Bonnie Holter
Henry E. Hoppin
Ruth H. Hoppin
Donna K. Horner
Scott Howard
Timothy K. Huber
Nancy and James Ireland
Thomas and Joyce James
Robert and Teresa Joyce
Michael E. Kane
Steven and Diana Kane
Julius J. and Marilyn Kara
Mary and Bruce Kelley
Jon and Jacqueline Kernady
Rev. Dr. L. Wilson and Eileen Kilgore
Jo R. King
Mary J. Kirkby
Stephen D. Kirkby
Alvin and Teresa Klockenga
Mary Lou Klockenga
George Knight
Connie Koger
Betty and Carl Kopatz
John and Maria Kreit
Adelle M. Krones
Frank M. Kuzniewski, Jr.
S. Ann Kvitile-Bi
Dorothy Laatsch
Niki S. Leach
Jeffrey and Jennifer Leesman
Stephen L. Leesman
Dorothy Leininger
Cory W. Leonard
Darrell and Shanna Leslie
Dan and Bonnie Loftus
James and Jo Long
Marc and Teresa Lopez
John and Terry Lowe
James and Harriet Lubchow
Helen Maaks
Michael S. Malone
John and Donna Marten
L. Jean Martin
Thomas and Cheryl Martin
Jerry and Joyce Maxheimer
Dan and Angela McAlufife
Holly A. McAvoy
Billie J. McCloud
David and Melanie McEntire
Cornelius and Kim McKenna
Stanley and Scarlett Melecosky
Joseph and Sudie Minjul
James F. Mitchell
Michael and Helen Modglin
Heath and Rachel Molt
Jack and Ginger Monroe
D. Montgomery
Ralph and Cynthia Moore
Scott Moriearty
Douglass and Laurie Muck
Norman H. and Norma Muck
Robert A. Music
Charles and Norma Nauts
Robert E. and Lynne Neal
Gary Nixon
Amy and Andrew Nyren
Richard and Mary Palmer

www.lincolncollege.edu/alumni
Donald and Betty Gail Wagner
James E. Walden
Harris and Ann Walker
Arlene Walker
Donald and Sandra Walker
Stephen and Teresa Walker
Cassondra Warden
Marcia Warner
William Washington
Mary K. Webb
Patsy Weimer
Evelyn M. Weitekamp
Lynn and Donna Weitekamp
Beverly A. Werner
Duane H. Werner
Earl and Kathy Werner
Paul and Sharon Werther
Joshua and Jamin Whitman
Charles and Mary Williams
Donald and Marla Williams
Marilyn S. Williamson
Robert and Barbara Wilmert
Alma L. Wilson
Donna M. Wilson
Milton and Barbara Wood
Chris and Rita Wyman
Duane and June Zwald

“Lincoln College has grown and it has a lot of integrity in its programs and its outreach to the community. It’s a small college and I had very happy memories there. I feel it’s important to support where the need is the greatest. And where the reward is the greatest.” – Jean (Gasaway) Noffke class of 1947

Employee Honor Roll Listing
Johnny R. Aaron
Debbie Ackerman ’83
Laura J. Adams
Ernest D. Aelts
Lisa Akers ’03
John M. Andrews
Peggy J. Antoine
Judy A. Arbuckle ’75
Timothy B. Armstrong ’70
Joe Baker
Linda L. Baker
Michelle Renee Baldwin ’89
Andrew R. Bartman ’03
Michelle Bauer
Tracy A. Bergin
Margaret A. Blakeman
Jan E. Bowers ’81
Steven A. Braden ’00
Trenton L. Bree ’98
Aaron S. Brown ’07
Barbra E. Burnett ’81
Myron R. Buse
Glenn Dennis Campbell
Jeffrey A. Carter
Adam L. Cheatham
Judith A. Cook ’86
Bobbi J. Cooper
John R. Copley
Judith E. Corelloni ’91
Isaac G. Cox ’80
Rachel M. DeHoff
Cynthia A. Eck
Catherine C. Eckart

Greg A. Eimer
James A. Fagin
Dr. A. G. Fansler
Sybil C. Fars
Teri A. Ferguson
Joshua D. Fillmore
Karlin M. Franz
Amy J. Gallagher
Joyce M. Geary
Paul E. Gleason
Tamera J. Goodrich
Chris P. Gray ’95
Donna J. Grey
Eric B. Gruber ’88
Debra J. Harmon
Alan E. Haseley
Connie R. Haseley
Joseph K. Hendrix
Brian Heron
Jonathan A. Hibs
John I. Hill
Martin L. Holden
Derek L. Hunter ’10
Dr. John M. Hutchinson
Donna S. Hutchison ’01
Joshua P. Hutchison
Celia A. Jeckel ’64

Hubert E. Johnson
Deborah S. Keist ’90
Ronald J. Keller
Cynthia A. Kelley
David S. Klemm
Paula O. Knopp
Ryne E. Komnick ’08
Jeffrey J. Kratz
Margaret M. Leesman
Kenneth L. Leonard
Mildred M. Leonard
John M. Malone
Mark L. Mann
Ronald D. martine
Benjamin E. Massena
Rodney L. Matson
Lois K. Mauney
Andrew A. McBride ’07
Susan K. Merrick
E. J. Miley
Patricia A. Minder
Michael T. Montcalm
Dr. Pamela L. Moore
Heather L. Mueller
Christina M. Nutt
Linda S. Olive
Staci R. Ortis ’09
Katherine S. Papsch
Nancy L. Papp
 Judy R. Peppers
Ronda E. Piatt
Jeanine Pickering
Cindy E. Reed
Herbert J. Reichelt

Marvin S. Robinson
Amy N. Rodriguez ’98
Melissa R. Rohlfs
Karina M. Ross ’88
James W. Ryan
Susan E. Ryan
Rick L. Samuel
Sherry L. Schonauer ’10
Kathy R. Schoonover
Randall Scott Schrader ’81
Clifford L.-Seitzer
Jacob D. Sexton ’80
Marc W. Short
Debbie S. Shull-Andrews ’75
John W. Simons
Laura B. Skelton
Clint M. Smith ’04
Steven F. Snodgrass ’10
Tod A. Spellman
Kathy A. Steffens ’92
Kerri R. Taylor
Jodi K. Thies
Bridgett S. Thomas ’07
Tony D. Thomas ’88
Terry K. Thompson ’66
Mark N. Tippett
James O. Turley ’81
Robert P. Turley ’94
Darren G. Turner ’90
Donna J. Turner ’01
Jennifer E. Umphries
Claude E. Van Fossan
John F. Welte
Cindy S. Wendlandt
Kurt L. Wendlandt
Wrenn L. Wendlandt
Mary Jo Werth
Angela L. Whitman
Kirk D. Whiteman
Daron L. Whittaker ’90
Bonnie A. Wilham
Carol J. Wilson
Dr. Martha A. Wilson
Greta A. Winterbauer
J. Scott Winger
Donald D. Wolpert
Lisa S. Yeaze ’85

Parents
Debbie ’83 and Ron Ackerman
Laura J. and Willis Adams
John Agee
H. C. and Paula A. Anderson, Jr.
Michael and Jean Anderson
Judy A. ’75 and Gary Atteberry
Linda L. and Steve Baker
Robert and Sandra Barnes
Michael and Laura Belschenko
Mandy and Chance Berg
John and Barb Blackburn
Michael and Terri Blessman
Dr. Paul E. and Mary E. Boatman
Jorene M. ’82 and James A. Boerma
L. Karna Bouts
Terry and Kathleen Brown
Robert and Rita Buczynski
Constance and Lawrence Bussard
Reginald and Carolyn Carr
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Cernugel
Aaron H. and Thelma E. Chase

*deceased
2009-2010 Honor Roll

Richard and Debby Cook
Richard and Karen Cook
Bobbi and David Cooper
Donald E. Cooper
Kirk and Deborah Cooper
Gregory and Barbara Cross
Larry and Amanda Dawson
David and Marvis Dickinson
Brian and Linda Dirks
Teresa J. Elpers
Dianne L. ’96 and John L. Eigenbroad
Michael E. and Iris M. Fisher
Dr. Daniel P. and Ruth Freesmeier
Amy and Tom Gallagher
Timothy and Marcella Gallagher
Roger and Jan Garrett
Joyce and Steve Geary
Rebecca M. Gibson ’04
Steven and Cynthia Goodman
Robert C. ’94 and Tamera J. Goodrich
Janet L. Groth
John and Frankie Guzzardo
Connie and Steve Haseley
Paul and Nancy Holden
William J. and Suzette M. Holtane
John and Marsha Hubbuch
Donald and Edith Hudson
Barbara C. Hummel
Jean Ann Hutchinson
Donna S. Hutchison ’01
Robert ’66 and Celia ’64 Jeckel
Dr. Donald A. and Merilyn Jessen
Stephany and Roger Joslin
Deborah S. Keist ’90
Lee and Mari Anne Konnick
Adele M. Krone
Keith and Charlise Leesman
Thomas and Mary Linnihan
Nancy J. MacMullen
Lona K.’94 and Mark L. Mann
Rodney and Tammy Matson
H. Donald and Margaret Merritt
David and Mary Beth Mueller
Gerald and Nancy Nannen
Debra A. Nason
Christina M. Nutt
Dale and Carol Olson
Tracy and Stacy Olson
Allen and Jeannine Picketing
Darla R. ’76 and Michael D. Rohrer
Daniel and Amy Row
Susan and James Ryan
Sherry L. ’10 and John R. Schonauer
Joyce A. ’70 and Thomas H. Schrroth
Kenneth and Mary Schwab
Carol I. Schwanitz
Joe and Lisa Sexton
Richard and Laura Sharpshair
Rev. Glenn and Ginger Shelton
John and Debbie ’75 Andrews
Brad L. ’71 and Sue Slater
Joseph and Jayne Spittler
Donald and Anna L. ’54 Stanfield
Michael and Janet Stephenson
*Everett and *Wilma Strenz
Jodi and Justin Thies
Tony Dale ’88 and Bridget S. Thomas ’07
Vicky Porth Tobias
Timothy and Tracie Tobin
Beth H. Turley
Ruth Ullmann
Mrs. Herbert A. Vance
Cindy and Kurt Wendlandt
Mark and Patricia Wilson
Greta and Donal Winterbauer
William and Barbara Zellman

Gifts-in-Kind
2010 Annual Fund
Drs. Emil ’69 and Mary Baukert
Mr. and Mrs. Melvern Kent Finzer ’65
Hong Tatt ’62 and Sally Foo
Charles and Ronda Piatt
Daniel and Audrey Weinberg

McKinstry Library
Dr. Pamela L. Moriearty

Lincoln Heritage Museum
Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
Paul E. Gleason
Phil Glosser
Ronald and Cindy Keller
Joseph and Sudie Mintjal
M. David Samples

2009 Golf Outing for Scholarship
The Awards Shop
Central States Coca Cola Bottling Company
Characters Pub
Chicago White Sox
Gregory Guy
John ’62 and Gill Ilits
Puritan Springs Water
The Rail Golf Club, Inc.
St. Louis Cardinals
Brian G. Snitker ’75
Phillip W. Styles, Jr. ’87
Wal-Mart #01-199
Dennis D. Werth ’73

*deceased

We make every effort to ensure that the donors who support Lincoln College are appropriately recognized for their generosity, foresight, and commitment. This Honor Roll of Donors includes contributions received between July 1, 2009 and June 30, 2010. If you have not received the proper recognition for your gift in this listing, please accept our sincere apologies and notify our Advancement Office as soon as possible so that we can correct our records.

Membership in the 1865 Club is restricted to LC Alumni only. The cost of joining the 1865 Club is your class year - $XX.xx

Now is the best time to join!!! Simply fill in the bottom of this page and return it with your gift! Then watch for your name listed in The Log as the newest member of the 1865 Club!

Lincoln College
1865 Club

Yes, I want to join the 1865 Club! Here is my gift of $_______

Name: ____________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

Phone _______________________________ E-Mail: ____________________________

Campus attended: __________ Lincoln __________ Normal

www.lincolncollege.edu/alumni
Comprehensive Campaign Honor Roll

The “If It Hadn’t Been For Lincoln College…” Comprehensive Campaign, the first significant fundraising effort in the history of the College, includes the following priorities: construction and maintenance of The Lincoln Center, endowed scholarships, faculty enrichment, McKinstry Library, technology enhancement, museum collections and development, and other College needs. We express our sincere appreciation to these individuals and organizations for giving generously to help us achieve our campaign goals for the future success and viability of Lincoln College. The categories below reflect gifts received through December 31, 2010. Gifts at the $1,000 level or higher are also recognized on the donor appreciation plaque in The Lincoln Center.

INDIVIDUALS

$500,000 - $750,000
*Anna K. Behrends ’36 and Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrends
James L. ’33 and *Evelyn J. Johnson

$250,000 - $499,999
*Theodore G. and *Virginia K. Clehmann
Stephanie and John Joslin
H. Safford and Bettye Peacock

$100,000 - $249,999
Howard G. Buffett
*John R. and Jo Gehlbach
Alex “Sandy” ’60 and Dottie Mackinnon

$50,000 - $99,999
William L. ’64 and Margaret Basler
John and Barb Blackburn
Derald C. ’56 and Sara L. Doehring

$25,000 - $49,999
*Warren W. and Jeanne Gallagher
Roger and Jan Garrett
Judith B. Morley and Bob Williams
Charles and Norma Nauts
Willibor and Alice Paulus
Beulah Schmidt
*Lorraine Wendell ’40
William ’58 and Janes ’59 Zimmer

$10,000 - $24,999
R. Dale ’56 and Jane Adams
*W. H. ’34 and *Genevieve B. Alexander
Ted and Mary Lou Allison
*Anna Alpert ’34
Herbert M. Berg ’77
Jim and Karen Bizby
Bud ’52 and Sonja Boecker
John D. and Susan Braddock
Donald E. and *Linda Cooper
David and Marvin Dickinson
David A. Fischer ’63
Elvira Hoelnzeller Fleming ’36
Harold and Bettye Fue
Homer B. and *Mary L. Harris, Jr.
Steven A. Isenstein ’70
*Albert V. and Ruth W. Kapik
James and Harriet Luebchow
Elzie K. ’41 and *Julian Menzel
Lawrence R. and Colleen Moellmann
Norman H. and Norma P. Muck
Gay S. and Richard M. Pyatt
Elvin G. and Carol A. Schmidt
Betty and Gary Shannahan

$5,000 - $9,999
Dennis G. Frary ’70
William E. ’43 and R. Jean ’47 Gossett
Chris and Phyllis Graue
Joan and *Robert Graue
Jeffrey E. ’68 and Diana B. Hartnett
Dr. Pamela L. Moriearty
Scott Moriearty
David and Mary Beth Mueller
*Dr. Jack D. and Christina Natt
Allen and Jeannine Pickering
Robert H. and *Helen L. Roberts
B. Dale and *Mariam Spore

$2,500 - $4,999
Katherine L. ’40 and *James W. ’40 Abbot
David and Jane Clapp
Thomas W. ’70 and Kay Cross
Vince ’61 and Vi Daley
Greg and Beth Eimer
*James T. ’47 and Betty J. Hickey
Henry E. Hoppin
Paul S. ’75 and Denise V. Lunsford
Richard D. ’58 and Mary Ellen ’59 Martin
Ronald L. and Joyce J. Schilling
Mitch and Sharon Shute-Baddour
Queintin and Mary Beth Sparks
Thomas D. ’63 and Connie Zuckammer

$1,000 - $2,499
Anonymous
Nelson H. ’43 and Viola Alberts
John and Debbie ’75 Andrews
Waldo and Rosalie Berntson
Bruce A. Block ’68
John and Renny Campbell
Derald C. ’56 and Sara L. Doehring
Larry L. ’61 and Norma L. Engle
Ruth H. and *Frederic Hoppin
Robert ’66 and Celia ’64 Hockman
K.F. “Skip” Kitchen II ’72
Mary Lou Klokkeenga
Dave Krusemark
Larry and Rebecca Krusemark
Leonard and Betty Ann Krusemark
*Hazel M. ’38 and *Robert W. ’37 Lang
John P. McCormick ’67
Richard A. Nicholls ’64
George A. ’51 and Pat Peagram
Roderick and Alison Rumlmer
Joseph L. ’59 and Carol A. Runyon
Rick and Jan Samuels
*Marvin and Roglyn Sanderman
Pamela and Gerald Shaheen
Gary N. Sparks ’70
Scott and Kathryn Steinfeld
*Dr. Edward A. and Janet E. Ulrich
Raymond Dean ’58 and Juanita Wallen
Robert E. ’48 and Ruth E. Werschey

$500,000 - $999
Christine L. ’72 and Dennis Boccard
Glenn Dennis and Christine Campbell
Wallace E. ‘Pat’ and Mimi Carroll, Jr.
Dr. Bruce E. Clausen
Michael K. ’72 and Barbara A. DeMent
Michael E. and Iris M. Fisher
Adrienne E. Harmoon ’01
Debra J. and Rodney Harmon
Thomas M. and Britta Harris, Sr.
Donna S. Hutchinson ’01
Julius J. and Marilyn Kasa
Kenneth D. and Karen F. Kelly
*Honorable and Mrs. Robert A. Madigan
Ann B. and Frederick S. Mueller
Robert F. and Lynne Neal
Sherry L. ’10 and John R. Schonauer
Lester C. and Janet VanBibber III

$250 - $499
Anonymous
Debbie ’83 and Ron Ackerman
Thomas E. Albern ’58
Dr. Donald O. and Mary Jo Baker
Michael and Terri Blessman
Christian W. ’93 and Josie Chase
Julianne F. Hafelei
Judge Thomas M. and Regina Harris
Dinah Drake Hyslop ’84
Cynthia A. Kelley
Lauren J. Kiest
Thomas and Mary Linnihan
John M. Malone
Mary and Daniel McLaughlin
Gerson D. ’64 and Judy Mosbacher
Gerald and Nancy Nanzen
Ann and Jim Palmer
Christine B. Peterson ’76
Herbert J. Reichelt
Dr. Matrena ’53 and C. Wayne Schrader
John W. ’63 and Cindy Sparacio
Roberta A. ’65 and Thomas P. ’64 Tierney
Joseph A. Tiesch, Jr. ’05
Larry J. Van Biber
Diane Harris Warnock
Kirk D. and Angela L. Whiteham
Dr. Martha A. Wilson
Catherine M. Younger ’60

$100 - $249
Bobbi A. Abbott
John Agee
Judy A. ’75 and Gary Atteberry
Mr. and Ms. William B. Bates
David ’69 and Barbara Baughman
Michael and Laura Belschenko
Andrea L. ’83 and Richard M. Berman
Cesar R. ’99 and Victoria Cabrera
Grace Chow

Richard L.’73 and Julie Coleman
David and Leonor Cooper
Jeremy and Laura Current
Brooks and *Elizabeth R. Davis
Ted Evans
Richard and Patricia Fleming
George D. ’39 and Mary C. ’43 Fletcher
Emory C. ’42 and Dorothy H. ’38 Gaffney
Carrie L. Gehlbach
Doris V. Gehlbach
Reynold Goff
Celia F. Green
Frances K. Gustafson
Ronald and Nancy Guthoff
William and Elizabeth Jagoe
Paula and Richard Knopp
Simon Kushmar
Julie Harrison Larson and Family
Janet A. Overton
David and Catherine Randolph
Robert and Jo Ann Randolph
Mary F. Riccitti
Ronald L. ’77 and Nancy Robbins
Dr. Thomas F. and Cathy Schwartz
Dr. Lewis I. and Gail Segal
Donald and Anna L. ’54 Stanfield
Howard D. ’70 and Deborah Teitelbaum
Vincent and Patricia Trosino
Steven L. ’73 and Debra J. Wheat
Kelly J. Wiegand ’02
Helen R. Wood
LaVeta F. Zuckerman ’36

Up to $99
Debra D. ’93 and Wayne Ackerman
Sandra K. Adkins
Lisa ’03 and Jay ’86 Akers
Hazel Alberts
G.F. and D.A. Allen, Jr.
Donald and Shirley Answeller
Gail Apel-Sasse
Tara K. ’93 and Joe Appel
Jean Apple
David Armburst and Marilyn Armburst
Dawn Ayres
Joe and Patricia Baker
Gene and Mary Baker
Linda L. and Steve Baker
Ryan L. ’86 and Katana Baker
Eric B. Barham ’98
Eric W. ’73 and Donna Barker
Charles and Joan Baskin
Janet A. Baumhardt
James and Rosemary Bavester
Brett and Shari Baysonton
C. D. Beagle
Russell and Janet Bedford
Floyd A. ’75 and Mary E. Bee
William and Miriam Biederbeck
Bess Biedeli
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bischoff
Judith S. Blackhurst
Ann and Jim Born
Gretchen L. ’98 and T.J. Bree
Clay A. ’83 and Michelle Britton
Dick and Ruth Brubaker
Mary E. and *George L. Brunson
Dr. Warren and June Brunton
Nancy E. Burcham

*deceased

www.lincolncollege.edu/alumni
Comprehensive Campaign Honor Roll

William and Karen Burroughs
Richard P. ’64 and Anne Burt
Sandra Buttell
Steven T. Charron ’00
Diana Charter
Jaemin Chon ’00
Marry and Lora Clausen
Richard and Helen Coddington
William G. Conkwright
Gennaro and Aileen Conti
Robert and Sharon Cook
Larry and Margaret Cooper
Jodi L. Copley ’84
Lawrence and Gayce Cowgur
Ronald L. and Marilyn A. ’98 Craig
R. H. and D. J. Crane
Robert W. Cullen ’70 and Karen Leesman
Al Curry
David Daniel
Elmer T. ’93 and Alisha Dickerson
David and Susan Diggle
Paul and Irene Disney
Victor and Shirley Dittus
George and Elnor Drake
Douglas J. ’72 and Debra J. Edelhart
Bryan Edelman
Robert and Lorelei Edlin
Nathan B. ’99 and Trisha Englehardt
Thomas and Ruth Eskilson
Rob and Lynne Fazzini
Joyce Fink
Mark and Judy Friedman
David R. Fuehler ’86
Dr. Stephanie A. and David L. Gaddy
Jean A. Gaia
Amy and Tom Gallagher
Jeffrey P. Geary ’98
Robert Gleason
Arthur and Dina Graham
Albert Green
Mr. and Mrs. John Grimm
Edward A. ’64 and Sandi Gross
William and Carolyn Haase
Richard and Betty Hamm
Mr. and Mrs. Al Harris
Ann Harris
David and Michele Harris
Michelle L. Hobbs ’86
Betty Horn
Judith and Harold Horn
Dr. John M. and Jean Ann Hutchinson
Jeff and Wendy Jacobs
Jerry Jacobs and Terry Cornelius
Joe and Deanna Jacobs
Maryjane J. Jacobs
S. H. Jefferson
Kenneth and Jane Jermac
Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Johnson
Sue Jones
Theodore and Donna Jordan
Judith and Thomas Kindred
Wendell and Peggy Kindred
Boyd and Vickie King
Kristin A. Klockenga ’99
Ronald V. Koester
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kojetin
S. Ann Kvitle-Bi
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lang
Jerald L. ’65 and Janet K. Langenbahn
Barbara E. ’72 and Barry M. Larrain
The Lebeck Family
Robert and Marlene LeBlond
Erika A. Lee ’97
Suean and Larry Lessen
David and Kathleen Lindsey
Patricia Shay and Vernon Lockenour
Michael L. ’62 and Judy Lumph
Dewey and Nancy Mathews
Bernard Mayer
Dennis and Delores McCauley
Sandra K. ’96 and Gary McCree
Karen M. McHugh ’01
Terry and Liz McReynolds
Gail R. Meyerhoff
Earline Miller
Norma Miller
K. S. Morris
Tom and Mary Jo Mulcahy
Linda L. Myers
Paula J. Nathan ’72
Jon and Susan Newsome
Karl and Susan Niemhuis
Richard and Barbara Novak
John and Judy Oakey
Stacy C. ’87 and Kevin O’Connor
Lois C. Olson ’91
Glenn and Diane Osborn
Tara C. ’91 Overton-Hennessy and
Paul C. ’90 Hennessy
Katherine and Steve Papesch
Dr. Andy and Barb Patel
Mr. and Mrs. John Peloniski
Julie B. Petruano
James M. ’88 and Pendope M. Petropaul
Les and Gretchen Plotner
Mark N. Plummer
Martin Potts
Mary J. Quisenberry ’70
Margaret A. Rankin
Gillette M. Ransom
J. Barry and L. F. Regan
Melinda A. Retke
Gerald and Carol Richards
Ronda M. Roberts ’90
Jordan D. Robinson ’01
Joseph P. Ryan ’84
Susan and James Ryan
James and Nancy Salsgiver
Marjorie Schertz
Otto and Carol Schwel
Steven and Bette Shields
*Eleanor R. Shifflet ’41
James R. ’90 and Leslie A. ’93 Singleton
Tammy L. Smithy ’84
Sharon G. Smith
Shelby R. Smith ’02
Kathy A. ’92 and Darrell J. ’91 Steffens
Marian Stone
John and Erma Stuttman
George A. Taylor ’60
George and Nancy Tikijian
Mark and Amy Tippett
John and Judith Tomke
Richard and Jane Tornquist
Donna J. ’01 and Delmar Turner
Paul Uphoff
Kenneth and Patricia Van Arsdalen
Paul and Margie Vertin
Les and Donna Videan
Thomas and Nancy Walworth
Fred and Jill Warrick
William and Margaret Weber
Carolyn and Roger* Webster
*Joseph R. ’54 and Marilyn R. Weingart
Robert B. Wellman ’01
Rev. Knight W. and Susan Wells
John and Tamara Welter
Mary Jo and Kenneth Werth
William and Joan Westen
R. F. and Karen J. Wheeler
Daniel W. ’64 and Pam White
Roy and Joyce White
Mr. and Mrs. William White
Dennis J. Wilcox ’63
Suzanne J. Williams
John and Jeanne Wrona III
William and Vera Wrinth
Chester and Elizabeth Yard
Kay Zelkin
Robert J. ’67 and Janet L. Zimmerman
Wayne and Patsy Zurkammer

ORGANIZATIONS

$1,000,000.00 +
Magnetell International Incorporated
State of Illinois
$250,000 - $499,999
The Woods Foundation
$100,000 - $249,999
COUNTRY Financial
Olin Corporation Charitable Trust
$50,000 - $99,999
CORE
Eaton Corporation
State Farm Insurance Companies

$25,000 - $49,999
Logan County Votive #98 of the Forty and Eight
$10,000 - $24,999
Perry R. & Grace M. Council Foundation
The Edward D. Jones & Company Foundation
John G. Smerk Charitable Fund
$5,000 - $9,999
Otto Baum Company, Inc. Foundation
R. W. Garrett Agency, Inc.
State Bank of Lincoln

$2,500 - $4,999
Cross Farms, Inc.
Peoria Charter Coach

$1,000 - $2,499
H.C. Anderson Roofing, Inc.
First Midwest, Inc. Investment Bankers
Hofend Foundation
Roger Webster Construction, Inc.

$500 - $999
Gordon Farms
Hampton Inn
Lincoln Rotary Club
RAM Campaign Committee
Wal-Mart #01-199

$250 - $499
“The 62s”
BARAT Education Foundation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
$100 - $249
Bock & Associates
Eckley Foundation
Evergreen FS, Inc.

Up to $99
Beaxon Ag Center
Belle Law Office
Century Dental Center
Independent Order of Odd Fellows
Lake Murray Presbyterian Church
Ulen C.C. Ladies Golf
Unique Images
Wayne Bock Farms

The Lincoln Log is published two times a year by Lincoln College, 300 Keokuk St., Lincoln, IL 62656. Non-profit postage paid in Peoria, Illinois. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Office of Advancement, Lincoln College, 300 Keokuk St., Lincoln, IL 62656. Lincoln College, a not-for-profit corporation, provides free distribution of 21,000 copies per issue. It is the policy of Lincoln College not to discriminate on the basis of age, handicap, color, creed, national origin, religion, race, or sex, with regard to student admissions and recruitment, student programs, or employment of personnel. It is the college’s intent to comply with all equal opportunity regulations including, but not limited to, Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments of Section 504 and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Inquiries may be directed to Kerri Taylor, Alumni Relations; 300 Keokuk St., Lincoln, IL 62656. Phone (217) 732-3156.
Lincoln College gratefully acknowledges and thanks our generous event sponsors.

Harlem Ambassador Basketball Game
October 9, 2010

Player Sponsors
- Lincoln Police DARE Program
- Logan County Paramedic Association
- Apple Dental Center
- Lincoln Basketball Booster Club
- WLCN 96.3 FM Radio
- Lincoln Jr. High School Faculty
- Susan Hoblit
- John Andrews
- Robert Jeckel
- Rick Samuels
- Dan Bock
- Deb Ackerman
- Anthony Cardenas
- Martha Wilson
- Amy Gallagher
- Greg Eimer
- A. Gigi Fansler
- Kirk Whiteman

Event Sponsors
- Eaton Corporation
- Puritan Spring Water
- State Bank of Lincoln

Hotel Sponsor
- Hampton Inn

2010 Grand Soiree
October 30, 2010

Hors d’oeuvres Sponsor
- Samuels, Miller, Schroeder, Jackson & Sly

Photography Sponsor
- Magnetrol International Inc.

Silent Auction Sponsors
- Susan Hoblit Family
- Abe Lincoln Association

Live Auction Sponsor
- Sysco Central Illinois, Inc.

Beverage Sponsor
- Logan County Bank

Table Sponsors
- Abraham Lincoln Memorial Hospital
- Waldo & Rosalie Bertoni
- Jo Gehlbach

In Honor of
- Joe Baker
- Bernie Behrend’s 88th Birthday
- Dr. Jim Fulcher
- John and Jean Ann Hutchinson
- Ron Keller
- Jo King
- Brad Schroth
- Bridgett Thomas
- Barry & Audrey Ultmann

In Memory of
- J. Michael Abbott
- William Berg
- Robert W. Bismark
- Irwin Conklen
- Mrs. Raymond Dooley
- Dr. Jack Nutt
- Grace Reeves

Given By
- Steve and Delores Sarovich Foundation
- Bob and Pat Sullivan
- Michael and Janet Stephenson
- Candace and Mark Graham
- Steve and Delores Sarovich Foundation
- Mitch and Sharon Shute-Baddour
- Joyce A. ’70 and Thomas H. Schroth
- Steve and Delores Sarovich Foundation
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund

Marian Spore

Thomas Tibbs

John E. Ultmann

Zev Weinberg

Jeanne Williams

Peter Williams

Barbara Woolworth Vinnage

Given By
- Bobbi A. Abbott
- George R. Eberle
- Violet M. Bismark
- George R. Eberle
- Nancy C. Moriearty ’55
- Michael and Janet Stephenson
- Iva M. Blaum
- Daniel W. Bock and June A. Novak-Bock
- Circle C Farm
- Mr. and Mrs. David Farrell
- Gleason Bros. Farms
- Richard and Shirley Hayes
- Betty J. Hickey
- Connie Koger
- Betty and Carl Kopatz
- Dorothy Leininger
- Helen Maaks
- Richard D. ’58 and Mary Ellen ’59 Martin
- Herbert J. Reichelt
- Donald and Anna Stanfield
- Bernard E. ’48 and Anastasia Behrends
- Betty J. Hickey
- Charles and Norma Naults
- Nancy C. Moriearty ’55
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- George R. Eberle
- *John R. and Jo Gehlbach
- Presenting the Past
- Tracy and Anthony Stewart
- Daniel and Audrey Weinberg
- George Eberle
- George R Eberle
- Nancy C. Moriearty ’55
Jean (Gasaway) Noffke’s two collegiate alma maters are separated by 60 miles, but are in many ways worlds apart. Jean attended Lincoln College in her hometown for three years before heading off to the University of Illinois in Champaign to continue her education. While she cherishes both experiences, her heart and her support are with LC.

“It’s a small college and I had very happy memories there. I feel it needs my support more than (the University of Illinois.) Lincoln College has grown and it has a lot of integrity in its programs and its outreach to the community,” she says of her annual contributions to the school where she received an associate’s degree in 1947.

Over the past 20+ years, Jean has been one of the most consistent givers to Lincoln College’s annual fund. She recognizes that as a small, private institution, the school is dependent on the generosity of its alumni and friends to improve the educational experience of today’s students, and those who will follow. A gift of any amount, given annually, will have a significant impact on the school’s future.

Jean arrived at the college after high school, along with many of her friends. She didn’t know much about the school prior to attending.

“I didn’t know the real history. I just read it again, actually. I did always feel really proud that we had a college in our town,” she recalls.

Hearkening back to her college days, Jean describes the atmosphere as one where “we knew everybody.” She was impressed how the architecture of University Hall gave the campus a rich, historical feel. As for her studies, Onalee Balof – a history professor and later an admissions counselor for the school beginning in the mid 1940s – made the biggest impression on Jean.

“She always had a smile on her face. She taught with so much enthusiasm. In History, you almost felt like she had been there. I remember her as being an outstanding teacher and a very nice person,” Jean says.

A Lincoln College legacy, Jean followed in the path of her mother, Ferne Gasaway, who attended the college in the 1920s when it was still a four-year institution. Ferne was a proud alumna who enjoyed attending alumni events on campus. When she passed away, the late John Gehlbach – the esteemed local attorney and long-serving trustee of the school – attended the services to pay his respects.

Jean noted Gehlbach’s kind gesture when recalling her relationship to the school, referring to him as a “bright light” of the institution. It’s also a telling tale of how deep and intimate the lines in the Lincoln College family tree run.

Today Jean lives in West Lake, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland. Not long after graduating from the University of Illinois, she and her husband made their way to Indiana, and then to Ohio, where they raised four children. At 84, she’s still active in her community and with various groups.

After her mother passed away, Jean no longer had occasion to make the trip back to Lincoln. Yet the central Illinois community where she was raised and the school where she spent three memorable years still hold a special place in heart. Her annual contribution to the school is her way of saying thank you, while helping to ensure that Lincoln College remains a welcoming home for students drawn to its personable touch.

“It’s important to support where the need is the greatest. And where the reward is the greatest,” she says.

What’s New With You?

We always welcome news items from Lincoln College alumni for use in future issues of The Lincoln Log. If you have news you would like to share with fellow classmates, you have moved, gotten married or had a baby, please let us know.

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Class Year: ______________

First                                  Middle                                Maiden                                                 Last
First                                   Middle                                Maiden                                                 Last
Address: _________________________________________________________________City___________________________________State: ___________ ZIP Code: ___________

Phone: _____________________________    E-mail Address: _____________________________

News: __________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
Boyd Roche, class of 1952 and 1991 Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award Winner, started the 2011 year off by giving back to Lincoln College, an institution that he feels laid the foundation for his entire future career. Boyd was actively involved in the theatre and radio programs during his time at LC and has now given a very generous gift of $10,000 which is to be used to purchase and install a new transmitter and antenna for LC’s WLNX-FM student run radio station. When asked about his gift, Boyd said, “I am especially pleased with the opportunity to give back and recognize Lincoln College for the important role it played in forming my early theater and radio career in the 1950’s. If it hadn’t been for Lincoln College, it is unlikely that I would have had such an early start to a successful career in communications.”

In 1951, Boyd was invited by the founders of Lincoln’s first commercial radio station, WPRC, to join their announcing staff as a direct result of the lead role he played in “Born Yesterday” with the Lincoln College Community Players. He not only did on-air announcing but also learned virtually all the operations of a commercial station.

Boyd commented, “When I became a full-time announcer during the summer, Lincoln College continued to show its support by providing a room for me in one of the homes it owned in the neighborhood.”

With a recommendation from his advisors at LC, upon his graduation in 1952, Boyd transferred to Earlham College in Richmond, Ind., where he became the director of the Earlham Workshop Theater, and also worked as a full-time announcer at Richmond’s ABC affiliate station, WKBV. When Boyd was drafted into the army near the end of the Korean War, he was assigned to the American Forces Radio Network in Munich, Germany, as an announcer and producer. After that his career branched out to include all aspects of marketing communications in Europe and the United States.

Boyd stated that, “Radio broadcasting can enrich self-confidence that can be a positive factor in any career. It had a significant effect for me and I am pleased to help provide, in small measure, similar opportunities for today’s Lincoln College students.”

Boyd Roche, class of 1952 and 1991
Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award Winner, started the 2011 year off by giving back to Lincoln College, an institution that he feels laid the foundation for his entire future career. Boyd was actively involved in the theatre and radio programs during his time at LC and has now given a very generous gift of $10,000 which is to be used to purchase and install a new transmitter and antenna for LC’s WLNX-FM student run radio station. When asked about his gift, Boyd said, “I am especially pleased with the opportunity to give back and recognize Lincoln College for the important role it played in forming my early theater and radio career in the 1950’s. If it hadn’t been for Lincoln College, it is unlikely that I would have had such an early start to a successful career in communications.”

In 1951, Boyd was invited by the founders of Lincoln’s first commercial radio station, WPRC, to join their announcing staff as a direct result of the lead role he played in “Born Yesterday” with the Lincoln College Community Players. He not only did on-air announcing but also learned virtually all the operations of a commercial station.

Boyd commented, “When I became a full-time announcer during the summer, Lincoln College continued to show its support by providing a room for me in one of the homes it owned in the neighborhood.”

With a recommendation from his advisors at LC, upon his graduation in 1952, Boyd transferred to Earlham College in Richmond, Ind., where he became the director of the Earlham Workshop Theater, and also worked as a full-time announcer at Richmond’s ABC affiliate station, WKBV. When Boyd was drafted into the army near the end of the Korean War, he was assigned to the American Forces Radio Network in Munich, Germany, as an announcer and producer. After that his career branched out to include all aspects of marketing communications in Europe and the United States.

Boyd stated that, “Radio broadcasting can enrich self-confidence that can be a positive factor in any career. It had a significant effect for me and I am pleased to help provide, in small measure, similar opportunities for today’s Lincoln College students.”

WLNX-FM general manager and LC assistant professor John Malone commented, “Mr. Roche’s generous gift will allow us to replace a 29 year-old transmitter and install a new antenna system that will noticeably improve our signal within our existing coverage area and expand our reach by several more miles. This is the final piece of the puzzle in creating a top-to-bottom, state-of-the-art facility.”

WLNX - LC Broadcasting students

Sandy (class of 1960) and Dottie (Berger) MacKinnon became the first couple to receive the Tampa Metro Civitan Club’s Citizen of the Year Award on February 14, 2011 at the annual Governor’s Luncheon at the Florida State Fair. Both Sandy and Dottie have done extraordinary work and are always willing to take on tough tasks to help the community.

Sandy runs a successful forklift company and has provided leadership on the boards of the Florida State Fair, the Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce, the Tampa Sports Authority, the Tampa Museum of Art, and numerous other organizations and charities. He actually took on the daunting task of trying to get the 2012 Olympics in Tampa.

Dottie is very passionate about her work as an advocate for abused and neglected children. She co-founded Joshua House, where desperate children are given refuge. She also founded A Kid’s Place, which is a sanctuary where siblings can stay together while under protective care. This came as a result of seeing the pain when siblings were separated after being taken from abusive homes. Dottie also served one term as Hillsborough County commissioner, as chair of Tampa General Hospital, and has been involved in numerous other causes.

Sandy and Dottie are a shining example of commitment to a community and to marriage. For these two very selfless individuals who never forget to show affection and respect for one another, it was fitting that they be recognized as Tampa’s Citizens of the Year on Valentine’s Day.
1950s

Derald Doehring, class of 1956, was named 2011 Mattoon Area Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year at their annual banquet held February 19. Derald moved to Mattoon, Ill., in 1960, and is a partner of Doehring, Winders & Co. LLP CPAs. He was honored by the Chamber of Commerce for his years of service and contributions to the community of Mattoon, including work with the Mattoon Area Family YMCA, the local Kiwanis Club and its many charities, the Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center Foundation, Mattoon Public Library, Salvation Army and teacher appreciation events.

1960s

Michael Brower, class of 1965, is splitting his time between northern New Jersey and Fort Myers, Fla. Michael would love to hear from his fellow 1964 through 1966 alums. In 2006, Michael visited Lincoln for the first time since graduation and was amazed to see all the new facilities. He hopes to return for his 50th class reunion. Bruce Block, class of 1968, Hollywood film producer and author, served in a unique role as production consultant on the December 2010 movie How Do You Know starring Reese Witherspoon, Owen Wilson, Paul Rudd, and Jack Nicholson. He worked directly with James L. Brooks, who wrote, directed and produced the film, on the creative aspects of the movie. Bruce also worked as production consultant on two other Brooks films: Spanglish and As Good As It Gets. Bruce has been consulting on and producing feature films since 1981. He has produced a wide range of feature films including Baby Boom, The Parent Trap, Father of the Bride I & II, I Love Trouble, What Women Want, America’s Sweethearts, Something’s Gotta Give, Christmas with the Kranks and The Holiday. In addition, he has been a consultant on television shows and films including Pretty In Pink, Some Kind of Wonderful, The Great Outdoors, Stuart Little, and Alfie. To see a complete list of his Hollywood credits visit http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0088692/.

Diane (Agnew) Lawry, class of 1969, received a master’s degree in Clinical Psychology from Illinois State University in 1971, and worked as a psychologist at Lincoln Developmental Center. She is now retired and enjoys showing her Quarter Horse, winning first place at the State Fair.

1970s

Bruce Block ’68

John G. Huff, class of 1973, (pictured above with William Daley at Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley’s last victory party at the Chicago Hilton) now works for the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. In 2009, he was elected as a Trustee for the Lisle Public Library District. He was also reappointed as a Public Board Member of the Illinois Board of Licensing for Professional Geologists for a term ending January 18, 2015. John Abdo, class of 1975, has always been heavily into fitness and recently showcased his new Ab-Doer Twist fitness equipment on America’s TV Network – HSN. John has had huge success in the fitness industry. Visit his website at http://johnabdo.com/for information on his equipment and products.

Jim Finchum, class of 1976, recently accepted a promotion to Senior Public Service Administrator with the Illinois Department of Human Services. His job deals with the medical reviews for Social Security Disability. Jim has been employed there since 1983. He is also an avid St. Louis Cardinals fan, and attends the Lincoln College Day at Busch stadium every year with his son Josh (’08.)

Charles (Chip) Anderson, class of 1977, has been enjoying life with his wife and two children. He has owned a successful insurance agency for the past 21 years.

1980s

Kevin McCaster, class of 1983, was inducted into the Lincoln Christian University Basketball Hall of Fame in a February 19 ceremony at the Lincoln, Ill., campus. Kevin played basketball for Coach
All alumni are invited back to the Lincoln Campus to celebrate Alumni Reunion 2011. Members of class years ending in 1 and 6 will be recognized during the Alumni Dinner and Awards Program on Saturday, April 16. Members of the class of 1961 (50 years) and the class of 1986 (25 years) in attendance will be presented with the Lincoln College Swarovski crystal alumni pin. Alumni celebrating their 70th or 75th anniversary will receive a special Platinum Anniversary gift.

If you haven't been back to campus for a while, I do hope you'll be able to return for reunion. You'll get a first-hand look at the exciting growth of your alma mater – and what better time than Reunion Weekend to return to campus, re-visit the past, and make new memories with treasured friends! I know everyone has, at some point in time, wondered whatever happened to friends made at Lincoln. This is a perfect time to find out.

You won't want to miss this weekend. It’s packed with events celebrating alumni. Join us on Friday for the annual Wine & Cheese Reception. Then on Saturday take the opportunity to meet the new LC President and take a guided tour of his residence. Alumni are also invited to try out the state-of-the-art Scott Joslin Fitness Center inside the new Lincoln Center. New this year, we’re throwing in a few games to add even more fun and excitement in the day. So stop by and play a game or two of Louie the Lynx Bingo and the Ultimate Scavenger Hunt is sure to be a hit! Interested in genealogy? Join LC Librarian Mike Starasta for an insightful lecture that will provide an introduction to genealogical research. Topics covered include: basic tools for genealogical research, techniques, and basic resources. And of course you’ll want to be a part of the annual reunion dinner & awards program where we celebrate all alumni in attendance as well as give out alumni achievement awards.

Send in your registration today! You won’t want to miss this exciting weekend! All details, schedule of events and the reservation form are available on the website at www.lincolncollege.edu/alumni.
In the Fall of 1967 I was in my second year, a sophomore, when Neil Newlon, age 28, crashed into Lincoln College’s sleepy little town in central Illinois. He was planning a visit to the Chicago area where he lived, but the trip never happened and regretfully we lost touch.

As I examine Neil Newlon’s simple one-page resume I’m struck by its inadequacy because it doesn’t cover the magical twelve-year period when he taught and changed the lives of hundreds of junior college students in a small town in central Illinois.

In the Fall of 1967 I was in my second year, a sophomore, when Neil Newlon, age 28, whirlt into Lincoln College’s sleepy little drama department and flipped it upside down. The plays presented the year before Newlon arrived were mostly dreary, third-rate melodramas from the forgotten pages of the Dramatists Play Service catalog. Neil Newlon’s slate of plays was: “Moby Dick Rehearsed” by Orson Wells which Newlon staged without scenery; “A Taste of Honey” which dealt with society’s condoning of interracial sex, unplanned pregnancy and homosexuality; and finally “The Firebugs” staged without scenery; “A Taste of Honey” which dealt with society’s condoning of injustice and denial of reality. Neil Newlon was quite a ‘game changer’.

We, the students, were electrified by Newlon’s leadership. He seemed to be a worldly, gregarious Shakespearean character that had somehow flown over our college and, thanks to the fates, decided to stay. Newlon pulled us into an inspiring adventure in the theatre and challenged us at every turn. With his big laugh, his bright eyes and his burly physical energy he would teach, direct, perform, mentor, cajole, and welcome us onto the stage, and into life itself. At times he felt more like a father, uncle or brother than a teacher. Neil Newlon is the only person in my life that always called me “Block” and I never minded. Coming from him, and only him, it just sounded right.

Neil Newlon lived with his patient wife Nancy and their children in a modest house (now a mini-mall) opposite the Abe Lincoln Statue on the corner of campus. Students would congregate there on evenings or weekends. I don’t think his front door was ever locked. His tiny office at the back of the old theatre was the best place to hang out and talk… and talk… and talk because he was as fascinated by us as we were with him. He never said ‘no’ to a creative idea and constantly encouraged us to experiment and explore. Behind Newlon’s wild enthusiasm was a lover-of-life who was guiding us, building our self-esteem, and teaching us the professional discipline of the theatre.

After graduating from Lincoln College, I spent seven more years in universities getting my BFA and MFA degrees. After that, I went to Hollywood and learned about making movies from all types of working professionals. I’ve had dozens of teachers and, in retrospect, Newlon is the only one I would have wanted first.

The last item on Neil Newlon’s resume is quite unusual. At the bottom of his resume page he added: “hearty and well met”. That he was. And with those four words, he left us with the best description of the fond, unforgettable memories we have of our drama teacher, Neil Newlon.
Cross Country
The men’s and women’s cross country team, coached by Brian Herron, finished an outstanding season with the women’s team placing 2nd in the Region 24 tournament which earned them a trip to the National Meet in Spartanburg, S.C. The women, led by Megan Hermann and Larissa Mooberry, placed 31st out of 60 teams. The men’s team failed to qualify as a team; however, Joe Levita of Maple Park, Ill., and Jeff Wooldridge of Jerseyville, Ill., qualified as individuals for the national meet. Coach Herron said, “I think we did a solid job [at Nationals]. Many of our runners finished with personal records and that’s what you are looking for at a national meet. It was great to see Megan Hermann and Jeff Wooldridge end their Lincoln College cross country careers with their best races. It will be hard to replace them and our other sophomores such as Keara Allen-Wilson, Shanna Tharp, Kata Williams and Jordan Johanson. They were a great group to work with. Now we have to change our focus to the upcoming track season.”

Soccer
The men’s soccer team had their best season in the history of the program: undefeated in region play, the Lynx were recognized with awards including Steven Salinas (Region 24 player of the year and all-conference 1st team, and NJCAA 2nd team), Edwin Maolosi (Region 24 freshman of the year and all-conference 1st team), Jarod Thomas (Region 24 all-conference 1st team and NJCAA 2nd team), Charlie Jones and Tom Spalding (Region 24 2nd team), and Isai Lemus (Region 24 honorable mention). Coach Ben Massena was Region 24 coach of the year. Salinas, who ended the season ranked second in the NJCAA for scoring, has signed to play for University of South Florida in Tampa. Thomas will play for University of Colorado at Colorado Springs.

The women’s soccer team did not have such a good season, finishing 1-14 under the direction of coach Amber Angermeier. Freshman goalkeeper Brittany Ashburn’s efforts were recognized with a place on the Region 24 all-region honorable mention team. Coach Angermeier said, “Brittany had an excellent season. She continuously made quality saves against very good opponents. Although our record did not reflect Brittany’s success, I am happy to see her recognized for her play this season.”

Volleyball
The Lady Lynx, coached by Mark Tippett, finished the year with a 21-18 record. Several players received Midwest Athletic Conference (MWAC) and Region 24 awards, including Alexis Nelson (MWAC co-freshman of the year and 1st team, and Region 24 1st team). Nelson, who ended the season ranked fifth among NJCAA Division II hitters, was one of only three freshman in the Region to make the eight-member first team. Other honorees were Emily Fox (MWAC and Region 24 honorable mention), Markesha Williams (MWAC honorable mention), and Chelsea Rhodes (Region 24 honorable mention).

New Athletics Logo Unveiled and Court Officially Dedicated
Lincoln College athletics has a new look. An updated Lynx logo made its debut on February 5, when the men’s basketball team unveiled their 2010 national championship wrestling banners.

On February 12 the athletic court in the Jack D. Nutt Arena was officially named Zurkammer Pickering Court during a ceremony honoring former LC basketball coaches and administrators Tom Zurkammer and Allen Pickering.

During the summer the court will be repainted with its new name and the new Lynx logo at center court.

Coach Pickering Inducted into NJCAA Basketball Hall of Fame
Former men’s basketball coach Allen Pickering has been named to the 2011 Basketball Hall of Fame class by the NJCAA. Coach Pickering was honored on March 14 at the NJCAA Division 1 Basketball Tournament in Hutchinson, Kan.

He is already a member of the Illinois State Athletics and the Illinois Basketball Coaches
Association Halls of Fame. He was selected by the USA Basketball Olympic Committee as a clinician for three international clinics, and in the early 1990s helped found the Collegiate Conference of Central Illinois.

Coach Pickering dedicated much of his life to Lincoln College. As basketball coach from 1971 to 1986, his teams had an amazing record of 368-155. He recorded 11 years of 20-win seasons, including six in a row from 1979 to 1985. During the 1980-81 season, his team set a new school record with 33 wins. During his tenure, Pickering led Lincoln to two Region Championships and a runner-up finish at the NJCAA Championship Tournament in 1981.

Between 1986 and 2006, Pickering served as LC’s Athletic Director, Dean of Student Services, and Vice President of College Relations. He retired in December 2006.

Harlem Ambassador’s Basketball and Comedy Show Oct. 9, 2010

The “Refs” Tom Zurhammer ’63, Jeff Nelson ’89 and Allen Pickering take a timeout to get their groove on.

Bob Jedel ’66 and Dev. Officer Rick Samuels bust a move after receiving a “traveling” penalty.

Harlem Ambassadors with the Lincoln All Stars.
**In Memory**

Our deepest sympathies to the families of those listed below. Due to space limitations we are only able to publish names, ages, class years, and dates of death.


---

**Juanita (Folger) Niehus,** class of 1927, celebrated a milestone many of us will never see, her 105th birthday on February 18, 2011. Many family and friends enjoyed a weekend full of celebrations honoring an amazing woman and her very special birthday. Juanita really enjoyed all the festivities: a big family dinner on Friday; a Saturday birthday party at the Colonnades (where she lives); and a party at the coffee hour at her church on Sunday, where Juanita’s daughter, Lois, and her granddaughter baked five different cakes, one for each year after 100, and each cake had 21 candles for a total of 105. (The granddaughters and great-granddaughters blew out all the candles for Juanita.) In honor of her birthday and 84 years alumni status from Lincoln College, the Alumni Office sent Juanita a Lincoln College sweatshirt, beanie bear, and a gold Lincoln lapel pin, along with a special birthday card from the Lincoln College President. Juanita’s daughter, Lois, reported that her mother was thrilled and touched to get the memorabilia and birthday cards from her alma mater.

Juanita is enjoying life in Virginia and said 2010 was a very good year for her. She had no falls, no illnesses, not even a cold! Her Gerontologist told her she had the “skinniest” chart she has seen for someone 100+ years old. Juanita keeps busy by exercising with hand weights, chair yoga, balloon volleyball and trivia contests. Her great-grandchildren Rory and Riley often join her for Bingo and Bocce on the outdoor court, and winter swimming in the indoor pool. Juanita said her family is, of course, her greatest joy. Juanita shared, “I am so thankful for the wonderful life that I have lived—I hope and pray that each of you will find love and peace in 2011.”

---

**The Lincoln Heritage Museum,** located on the campus of Lincoln College, was featured in the February issue of Midwest Living Magazine. The museum is known as one of the most respected Abraham Lincoln museums in the country, with a wide-ranging collection of artifacts, including locks of Lincoln’s hair, 1860 campaign banners, and some of his personal books. The article recognized the passion and enthusiasm of the executive director, Ron Keller and noted the intimacy of the museum. Pick up your copy to read more about the museum. Or better yet, stop by the museum for a personal tour. Find out more about the museum at www.facebook.com/lincolnheritage.
ATTENTION PARENTS!
If the address lists someone who no longer lives with you, please send your student’s correct address to: Lincoln College - Office of Alumni Relations, 300 Keokuk Street, Lincoln, IL 62656 or e-mail alumni@lincolncollege.edu

SPECIAL HONOR ROLL OF DONORS EDITION

Lincoln College
Office of Alumni Relations
300 Keokuk Street
Lincoln, IL  62656

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Upcoming Events
April 15-17, 2011.................................................................Alumni Reunion Weekend, Lincoln Center, Lincoln College
Friday, July 29, 2011..............................................................Annual Golf Outing for Scholarship, Elks Club, Lincoln, Ill.
Saturday, July 30, 2011........................................Annual Lincoln College Day at Busch Stadium, Cardinals vs. Cubs, St. Louis, Mo.
Saturday, August 20, 2011........................................One Day Bus Trip to the Festival of the Little Hills, St. Charles, Mo.

Enjoy America’s favorite past-time with Lincoln College alumni and friends!

Cardinals vs. Cubs
Saturday, July 30, 2011
Busch Stadium * Party Suite 215-216
All Inclusive

Cost $145 Includes game ticket, air conditioned party room, door prizes, goodie bag, unlimited Budweiser, O’Douls and Coca-Cola products , and a 2-hour, all-you-can-eat buffet that includes Hunter Hot Dogs, BBQ beef, boneless chicken breast, nachos, baked beans and brownies. Round trip motorcoach transportation may be available for an additional cost.

Get your tickets early – quantity is limited. Order tickets with credit card by calling the Alumni Office toll-free at 877-522-5867.

Festival of the Little Hills
Historic St. Charles,
Missouri One Day Bus Trip
Saturday, August 20, 2011

COST: $35 Includes: Deluxe Motorcoach Transportation, bottled water, muffins, fruit, snack mix & movies for the drive. We will leave Lincoln, making a pick up stop in Springfield as we head on to St. Charles, Missouri. Once we arrive our motorcoach will drop us off at Main street where we will have the rest of our day to shop the hundreds of vendors from over 30 states, enjoy the delicious food vendors or one of many unique eateries on Main Street. There is entertainment on the stage by the river and a free kids corner. To see a complete list of details/vendors for the festival please visit http:// www.festivalofthelittlehills.com/index.htm

Questions? Call 877-522-5867 or email alumni@lincolncollege.edu. Pay by cash, check made payable to Lincoln College, VISA, Mastercard, Discover, or American Express. Seating on motorcoach is limited so make your reservation early!